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Tuition Jump of Up to $300 Expected
by Robert

McGrath
Boston College undergraduates
can expect a tuition increase
of between $200 to $300 for the
1977-78 academic year. It also
appears likely there will be some increases in the food and housing
areas.
According to Dr. Francis Campanella. University Executive Vice
President, "there is no question that
there will be an increase," and that
the tuition hike will be "in excess of
$200." Campanella cited
"inflation" as the biggest reason for
the higher undergraduate tab. He
told The Heights that spiraling costs
had particularly effected the two
largest areas of the university
budget - salaries and physical
operating costs.
It must be pointed out that the
University Budget Committee is
still in the process of reviewing and
finalizing next year's budget. The
committee will not be making its
final proposal to the university administration until mid-November
and the Board of Trustees will not
vote on the measure until
December. However, The Heights
has received confirmation of the increase from both Dr. Campanella
and a number of Budget Committee
members.
Peter Markel, one of the two student members of the Budget Committee, says that they are working
on an increase " in the perimeters of
$225 to $325." Markel states that
the committee is doing its "best to
keep it as low as we can," but that
the university is "getting screwed"
by rising costs in the area of heat,
light, and gas and other areas such

EPC Election Tally
Frozen; Only 45 Vote
by Andrea

Lichota

Last week, UGBC put a freeze on
the results of the September 24 and
25 A&S Educational Policy Committee (EPC) elections. UGBC
president Ron lacobucci stated that
after the new caucus becomes
organized it will designate an election committee to determine
whether another election will be
held.
lacobucci attributed the failure to
finalize the election to the absence
of an election committee which
could validate it and to the low voter
turnout (approximately 45 votes
were cast). According to lacobucci,
on Tuesday. September 22, a
former EPC member. Dan Malloy
had recommended that the election
be held that Thursday and Friday
during registration. With two days
notice. lacobucci stated that an
election committee could not be
rounded up. Instead of the committee. Gold Key was asked to
supply personnel at the polls and
tabulate the ballots. lacobucci said
that, in accordance with the UQBC
constitution, all powers of validation would lay with the president of
UGBC. The Heights however has
found no such provision in the constitution.
lacobucci decided to go ahead
with the election because he "saw an
opportunity to get the elction out of
the way" and because an EPC
member had recommended that
conducting the polls duringregistration would attract many voters.
Despite these reasons. lacobucci admitted that "the validation was
something that was on my mind."
On Friday, when the polls closed.
Gold Key refused to count the
ballots. In justification of Gold
Key's decision. Shane McDermott.
'president of the organization explained. "I did not feel the period of

balloting was sufficient. Based on
the fact that forty-seven people
voted, the election would have to be
done over. That was up to A&S
to decide."
McDermott's contention about
the lack of "sufficient" balloting
time was based on the fact that polling took place for about only one
and a half hours on Friday,
lacobucci said that when the Gold
Key member came to the UGBC office on Friday morning to pick up
the ballots, the office secretary
could not find them. lacobucci was
out and could not be contacted
about the whereabouts of the ballots
until eary that afternoon.
Faced with Gold Key's refusal to
count the ballots and the poor voter
turn-out, lacobucci said he decided
not to use his powers to validate the
election. He stated, "If I made a
decision on this, then there will be
criticism and rightly so. .People
are asking legitimate questions, objections I had to begin with. ..1
(continued on pa%e 91

suggestions as to possible ways of
cutting the budget so the increases
could be lessened. lacobucci also
said that the two student members
Ron lacobucci, UGBC President, of the Budget Committee would
says that his administration is, at vote according to the "student conthe present time, "unequivocallyopcensus." Dr. Campanella has told
posed to the increase here at BC." The Heights that he will listen to
He says that the student govern- any student suggestion for fiscal
ment is planning an open cabinet trimming and that he would speak
meeting for mid-October in which to any student group that asked
the two undergraduate members of him.
the Budget Committee (Markel and
Kathy Molten) will present an overPreliminary student reaction to
view of the proposed fiscal structure the projected increase was varied.
for next year. lacobucci hopes to get Most students questioned by The
some "sort of
from the Heights expressed the opinion that
students on the increase." lacobucci the university administrationshould
added that four students would be "level" with the undergraduatesand
serving on an oversight sub-group of show them the full detailsof the BC
budget. As one education major put
the Budget Committee that would it, "If the university wouldbe honest
investigate all areas of university with us according to the budget and
spending and that would have access
to all budgetary information. He let the students know what's going
stated that UGBC would also be on, we'd be more willing to pay the
holding open forums, hopefully with higher tuition. We're working
university administrators speaking together, not against each other...at
and answering questions, at which least we should be working
students would be able to make together."

as salaries and the renovation of
Bapst library. He adds that the
"school has to decide, is it willing to
look at priorities.....what do we
want, what do we need?"

academic areas because he feels that
it is most important that "the
classroom work goes on."

Another Budget Committee
Gerry Viscione of
the School of Management, said
that he sees a tuition increase "of
not less than $225" which "could be
substantially higher." Viscione says
that currently the committee and its
sub-committees (which cover such
areas as food, housing, physical
plant, athletics) are attempting to

member. Prof.

see what type of increase is
neccessary to balance expeditures
against income. He also mentioned
the national inflation rate as a major producer of BC's fiscal woes and
explained that last year's rate of 6%
coupled with only a 4% increase in

tuition forced a cutback in the
capital expenditures area. Viscione
also said that if cutbacks are
neccessary in the 1977-78 budget, he
believes they should be made in non-

See this ugly littlebuilding? It's costing you money.

Party Regulations Protested
sons per party per mod. All mods
involved will sign one party form.
Parties of 25-50 persons must be
registered 6 hours in advance. Parties of 50 or more must be registered
24 hours in advance.
2. Parties may be held outside,
behind a Modular. At least one resident of the Modular having the party must be outside until the party is

By Peter Ryan

Last Monday, members of the
UGBC Resident Student Life Committee (RSLC) met with Fr.
Edward Hanrahan. Dean of
Students, to discuss BC's present
party regulations.
The conference centered a discussion of the present rules and student
demands for changes Following
the meeting, the RSLC drew up a
petition of proposed regulations to
replace those composed during the
summer by Fr. hanrahan. housing
officials, and RAs. designed to control parties in the Modular

.

completed.
3. There is no limit to the number
of parties per area.
4. Parties may continue until 2:00
am. Stereos will be turned down by
1:30 am.
5. If there is a violation of the
apartments.
The meeting was sparked by the regulations, the RA must issue a
recent $50 fining of two Mudular warning to a member of the
residents for rule infractions. The residence. The resident then has '/:
hour to comply before a fine is
proposed regulations are:
issued.
1. There will be a limit of 75 per6. Students have the right to
appeal a fine before the University
Judicial Appeals Board.
A second meeting was called for
Sept. 23 to allow lower campus
residents to discuss the new rules initiated in the above petition.
Residents of the Reservoir
Apartments posed a general complaint against the Reservoir rule of
30 people per party, arguing that as
many as 50 people can be easily accommodated. A resident pointed
out that, under the present rule,
each member of the apartment
h>
could only invite 7 guests. The resident feli that this caused a problem.
and forced people to become unnecessarily selective in their invitations.
Residents of the Hillside
Apartments present at the Thursday
meeting put forth few complaints.
Lower Campus residents discussed party rules last Thursday.

.

I'huto

Mi'lsMi

Hopkins

but mentioned that they had held
parties, abided by the rules, and
claimed the parties "didn't work."
In an interview on Thursday,
RSLC chairpersons Monica Hillenbrand and Doug Welsh stated some
of the reasons they felt their new
proposals were more reasonable.

They stated that the 75 person?3
party limit discriminated against
Modular residents who wished to attend a party. Three parties of 75
people could not accommodate the

500 Modular residents. Hillenbrand
and Welsh also felt that there should
be warnings given to residents who
are in violation of party regulations
before a fine is levied. They also
stressed that the right to appeal a
fine at a hearing was necessary to a
fair process.
The RSLC is currently receiving
firm support in its endeavor. Of 83
petitions distributed in the Mods, 81
were returned. At Thursday night's
meeting, many residents of both the
Reservoir and Hillside apartments
were present.
The RSLC has

set

up head-

quarters at Mods 428 and 398 and

Reservoir 724 South for those interested in finding out more about

the actions being taken. Further discussions are presently being held
and RSLC hopes to approach Fr.
Hanrahan with the rules alterations
this week.
In a related incident, residents of
the Modulars staged an outdoor
"protest party" on Friday in
defiance of the new regulations. An
estimated 300-400 people attended.
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EVENTS

EVENTS DEADLINE
THURSDAY 5 PM

only Jewish organization will be

J

#MONDAY

1 pm. and 7:30 pm. Introductory
Lecture and sports film on the T.M.
technique sponsored by SIMS of
BC. Come find out how Larry Bowa
of the Philadelphia Phillies and 1,-000,000 other people handle the tensions of everyday life. Murray
Conference Room. Sept 27 and 28.
i:30 pm. Murray Conference Room,
McElroy. SIMS Introductory Lecture.

6:30 pm. McCuinn sth floor lounge.
Student Admissions Program
meeting.

7:00 pm. McElroy 114. Mass PIRG:
Small Claims Court Training Session.
7:15 pm. A campus nutrition project
meeting will be held in the Mass
PIRG office, McElroy 118, for all
interested students.
7:30 pm. Murray Conference Room,
McElroy. SIMS Introductory Lecture

7:30 pm Higgins 610. Mendel Club
Meeting.

m

holding their weekly meeting in
McElrov 111. All are welcome.
4:30 pm. SOM FRESHMEN
Meeting concerning upcoming
SOM Senate Elections and
Freshmen Party. Cushing I
6:30 pm. Cushing Faculty Lounge.
Red Cross First Aid Course.
6:30 pm. Hillside A Lounge. Joshua
Center Class.
7:00 pm. McCuinn sth floor lounge.
Student Admission Program.
7:00 pm. McElroy 114. Scuba Club.
7:00 pm. THE FINANCE
ACADEMY OF SOM present Mr.
E.M. O'Riordan, Deputy Director
of Finance for the Massachusetts
State Lottery Commission. Mr.
O'Riordan will speak on "Financial
Practices of the Lottery." The lecture will be held in Fulton 412.
Lottery Ticket Door Prizes.
7:30 pm. Murray Conference Room,
McElroy. SIMS Introductory Lecture.

7:00 pm. Fulton Debating Society
open meeting and training session
for all interested students and
membersconcerned with public and
intercollegiate tournament debate.
McGuinn 504.

J?VL TUESDAY "^\u25a0JWEDNES

10:00 am - 12 noon. McElroy Ist
floor lobby. Voter Registration and
Information.
10:00 am 2 pm. Reservoir Dorm
Lounge. Voter Registration and Inture.
2:30 pm PULSE: ABCD Training formation.
Class. McElroy 114.
Out of state students: There is no
3:00 pm. Fulton 412. Career Planminimum length of residency rening and Placement Meeting. It is quired to register to vote. If you
important that any senior who need have an out of state scholarship, you
help in any aspect of career planning may risk losing it by registering; or
attend.
if you own a car you may be forced
4:30 pm. HILLEL, BC's one and to register it in Massachusetts, if

10:30 am. McElroy Ist floor foyer.
Pottery Demonstration.
1:30 pm Murray Conference Room,
McElroy. SIMS Introductory Lec-

-
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835 BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

}Jjj|

247-9548

Monday-"CORNER TAVERN" & GOLDEN OLDIES NITE
domestic beer & bar drinks $.50 each with special discount card
Tuesday-COLLEGE NITE
domestic bottledbeer $.50, bar liquor $1.00
call liquor or 2 liquors $1.25
Wednesday-GORDON MILNE FREE BEER
sing-a-long, happy hour 9:00-1:00
collins & sours $.75 $2.00 Admission

Thursday-JIM PLUNKETT-Mug Nite
sing-a-long,happy hour 9:00-1:00
special prices with mug only
FREE CHAMPAGNE9-10 P.M.
Sunday-JOHN MORGAN
sing-a-long 6:00~9:00pm
Mon. Wed. Thur-60 oz. pitcher of beer $2.25-12 oz. $.60
Char-burgers, steaks, sandwiches & salads- 4\6' TV screen
Open 7 days from 12 noon-free parking in adjacent lot.

MTWT
27 28 29 30
4 5 6 7
11 12 13 14

you register to vote in Mass.
Noon - 2 pm. Murray Conference
Room. Collective Bargaining Lecture. 9-5 Chapter at BC.
4:00 pm. Cushing Faculty Lounge.
Association of Women in
Management: Interview Techniques.
4:30
6:30 pm. Workshop on
INTERVIEW DYNAMICS, a
positive Approach to Handling
Legal Issues. Presented by the
Association for Women in Management. Workshop Coordinator - Dr.
Alice Jeghelian. director of Affirmative Action. Cushing Faculty

-

Lounge.

7:00 pm. Cushing Faculty Lounge.
Economics Club Career Night.
7:00 pm. McGuinn 3rd floor lounge.
International Student Association
Organizational Meeting.
7:00 pm. BC Outing Club
Organizational meeting McGuinn
106 and 108. The outingClub allows
the individual to pursue activities
such as rock climbing, hiking, skiing, snow shoeing, biking trips with
people of similarinterests.
7:00 pm Men's volleyball team competes with others in the Greater
Boston Power Volleyball League.
Come on down to Rec-Plex and
dteqr'trfl tHe-team of BC.

7:30 pm. Career Night. The

Economics Club and the Career
Planning and Placement Office is
sponsoring a Career Night tonight
in the Cushing Faculty Lounge.
Representatives from 9 different
fields such as law, diplomacy, and
retailing, etc. will give short presentations, and hold a question and
answer period after. Refreshments
will be served. All are welcome.
7:30 pm McElroy 114. SIMS
7:30-9:30 Aztec Two Step comes to
the Rathskeller for two big shows.
Admission is $3.50 ($3.00 with a
Rat card.)
7:30-11:30 Pi Sigma Epsilon,
Boston College's only national
business fraternity, will be holding
their annual Rush Night for anyone
interested in joining a fraternity and
finding out what a frat is. This one
and only chance to join this
semester will be on Wednesday in
Fulton 103.

F S
1 2
8 9
15 16

S
3
lO
17

COMPILED BY
ANN KILSHEIMER,

MARY MULLIN

AND NANCY SIMPSON
7:30-1:00 am. DANCE AT THE
RAT. Afficianados of Fleetwood
Mac. The Beatles, Steely Dan and
Roxy Music will thrill to the sounds
of "The Imaginary Dance
Band."See them tomorrow night
too.

pm. McGuinn
Auditorium. Film Board Movie:
11:30-1:30 HILLEL, The Jewish And Now for Something Completely
organization on campus, will be serDifferent (Monty Python's Flying
ving a bagel brunch in McElroy 111 Circus)
to all connoisseurs of bagels and
Jewish atmosphere.
1:00 pm. First general meeting for
the Asia Student Club will be held in
SATURDAY
McElroy I 14. All interested
students are welcome.
4:00 pm Devlin 008. Gold Key
General Meeting.
8:00-10:00 pm. McGuinn
5:30-7:30 pm. Albert Duhamel Auditorium. Film Board Movie:
"After Strange Fruit: changing And Now For Something Completelibrary taste in post WWII Boston" ly Different
Boston Public Library - Copley 7:30-1:00 am They're still dancing at
Square.
the Rat. For more details see Friday
7:00 pm. Campion Faculty Lounge. night. Cheap beer and wine.
Yoga Class: All invited.
7:30-1200 Some things become a
BC tradition after awhile and
Thursday nights at the Rathskeller
SUNDAY
is one of them. Dance and drink to
the only guy who can play "Build
Me up Buttercup" and get away
with it, Mike Curry.
7:00 and 9:00 pm. O'Connell Hall.
Film: Mad Woman of Chaillot starring Katherine Hepburn.
FRIDAY
8:00 pm. Barry Science Pavillion.
Newton Campus. Film Board
Movie: And Now for Something
4:00 pm. McGuinn sth floor lounge. Completely Different. (Monty
Python)
Christian Student Meeting.

8:00-10:00

*W
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Now in its third year of existence at
Boston College, the Faculty-Staff
Assistance offers information and
referral resources in the areas of
mental health, family relations,
alcohol and drug abuse, financial,
legal and vocational assistance and
other personal matters. Located in
Lyons 401, the office now offers oncampus individual counseling and is
staffed by co-ordinator Ken
MacNulty and counselor Ken
Schulman. All employees and their
families may use the services of the
Program on a voluntary basis by
calling 969-0100 (ext. 3340. 3341)
for an appointment, or by dropping
in. Office Hours are 9-5 Mon.Wed.. with an answering service
available day and night. All contacts with the Program are kept
strictly confidential and there is no
charge for on-campus services.
Charges for community agencies
vary, but many are covered by
health insurance policies.
Sailing and learn to sail - Come to
McElroy 1 I 1 on Sept 29. from 3-5
pm to join for this year.
Open forum for minority students
and other interested parties McGuinn Auditorium. Tuesday 28.
7:00. VP for Student Affairs Kevin
Duffy. Monroe Moseley, Director
of Minority Student Programs, and
representatives from the offices of
admissions and financial aid will be

ly. Professor Margaret Griffin of
the Education Dept. is the course
director. She will be in McGuinn
435 during registration hours.
Interested in Doing Hotline
Counseling? Project Place is:
currently recruiting new volunteers
interested in hotline counseling.
Training programs for newcounselors begin Oct. 2 and Oct. 16.
If you are interested in getting involved and working with us please
contact project Place, 262-3740
further information.

Nuclear Teach-in: Ralph Nader and
no-nukes activist Sam Lovejoy wilk
highlight a day of films, workshops
and speeches at Boston University
on October 7. Films will be shown
at Sherman Student Union beginA middle aged man has suffered a serious injury
ning at noon. Nader and Lovejoy
(broken hip) in a fall at the C'itgo Gas Station
will speak at Morse Auditorium
at 2022 Commonwealth Aye. on April 8, 1976.
beginning at 3:30. Area scholars will
Will the young man-probahly a student-who
was in the station at the time waiting to buy a
address such issues as disposing of
can of gas to start his car stalled on Resevoir
radioactive wastes, nuclear
Road and was driven there in the injured's car,
proliferation economic feasibility
please call the injured at 782-1974. REWARD.
and alternative energy sources.
Drummer-Looking for other MUSICIANS to
Workshop topics include strategies
play light jazz and rock music. If interested,
call 783-1815. Ask for Alec.
for political action a history of the
PHOTOGRAPHERS with work study inanti-nuclear movement and the
terested in work in photographic labs, contact
technology of the nuclear reactor."
Prof. Goldsmith, Higgins Hall 453, ext. 3592.
Sponsored by Mass PIRG, the
ACADEMIC RESEARCH PAPERS.
Thousands on file. Send SI.OO for your 192
Boston Claims and the BU Student
page, mail order catalog. 11322 Idaho Aye.,
Union.
For more information call
No. 206H, Los Angeles, Calif., 90025. (2131
423-1796.
r
477-8474.
Applications for the post of CoorTITOR NEEDED for English Grammar.
Preferably evenings after spm. Student can
dinator of the Graduate Student
travel to BC Campus. 53.50-54.00 per hour. present.
Association
are now being taken:
(all Andy at 254-5811.
lota Phi Theta Fraternity Inc.
Applications may be picked up and
MAILINC/PACKINC/HOLSEKEEPING.
presents a night of disco pleasure at
returned to the GSA office in
Male/Eemale. P.T. 4PM-6PM daily. Hrs inReservoir Lounge. Oct. 1. 9:00. All
flexible. Book Publishing Firm. Central
McElroy 1 19 and must be turned in
welcome.
Square. If female applicant, no powerlessnessOctober 5. Interviewing begins
by
must be able to lift up to 25 lbs. If male
Boston College Reading Laboratory
October 8. The post carries a stiapplicant-no back problems. $3.25/hr. Typing Courses in Speed and Comprehenpend. For information call ext. 3501
helpful, not necessary. Neat handwriting essential. Applt b> phone to Mr. Charles. 547-4170. sion. Registration Dates: October 4or Carl Ostermann at ext. 4195
7. McGuinn. Room 435. Hours:
Robert Bentlev. Inc. 872 Mass. Aye. CamGSA office will be open Monday,
bridge. Ma., 02139. Non-sexist and non-ageist 9am-12 noon and 2-4pm. Course
Tuesday and Thursday from 3-5
employer.
Fees: There is no fee for full time
pm.
BC Prof wants responsible student for CHILD
BC undergraduates. Fee for non-BC
CARE and HOI'SECLEAN INC. 2
Accounting Academy - Those peopte
afts. week: Wed. & Fri. 1-3. Own transporta- students is $25. This is a non-credit who missed SOM Activities' Days
tion needed. West Newton. S3/hour. Tel. 332- program. Students who complete may sign up and
pay dues for the
-2642.
this course will be granted a reading
Accounting Academy in the AcTENNESSEE TEACHER'S NOTES. 100
question American History test that you cannot certificate. Students participating counting office, Fulton 100, Monpass. Challenging. Our first Beta made 56. should acquire a dictionary for use
day thru Friday, 9-4.
Also, sample information on Civics. History. with a college list of words which
General Meeting for Society for
Health refresher courses. All for $2.00 postare assigned for development of Ist
the Advancement of Management
paid. DIDLEV SANDERS Teacher No. vocabulary. Controlled Reader
02167. Cleason. Tennessee. 38229.
(continued on page 10)
filmstrips will be shown in class dai-
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The major renovation at Lyons
In an attempt to minimize the inthe larger number of students which
by Susan Liguori
The Snake and Apple dining use the facililty. "Because of the Cafeteria.formerly a resident dining convenience the temporary closing
facility, has been to "strictly modify of the dining facilities has caused,
facility, remodeled at a cost of at Reservoir apartments and the inthe facility to accomodate the cash the dining service had kept the
least $20,000, will open today accorstitution of the point plan, there has
ding to Fred Pennino.Director of been more of a demand put onto customer, the commuter," Callahan Eagles Nest open on Saturdays and
placed a Coke van in front of the
Snake and Apple," Callahan said.
stated.
Buildings and Grounds'.
Snake and Apple Callahan said.
The $20,000 remodeling bill ac"Unfortunately, though, this is still
counts for the constructioncosts but
not 100% service and we apoligize
doesnot include furnishing, Pennino
said. The budget for furnishings has
for any inconveniences this caused
not yet been determined, according
students." Callahan added.
to John Callahan, Director ofDinThe overcrowding of some of the
ing Service.
facilities at dinner, especially
dining
Lyons Cafeteria will open all secat Newton and Kirkwood, will
tions on Monday also, Callahan
probably be alleviated in the next
said. Lyons has been only partially
few weeks, according to Callahan.
open during the past weeks while
$30,000 worth of improvements
"In the initial weeks, students like
were being made.
to try different dining halls," he
Snake and Apple will now have a
said. At Newton there were 1,100
grill?type menu, along with a secpeople one night for dinner. Since
tion where grocery items may be
purchased, according to Callahan.
These improvements were made in
response to a survey of lower campus residents taken last year asking
by
students what they would like to see
changed, Callahan said.
In addition to having more menu
by Jim Green
items, Callahan stated, Apple will
The recently hired Director of
also be more efficient in handling The interior of the newly renovated
Minority
Programs, Monroe
Apple
Snake and
Moseley, will begin part-time work
at Boston College this week.
Moselev is currently completing
his duties at the University of
Rhode Island where he is serving as
Associate Director of Resident Life.
O'Connell's upperclassmen room- freshman roommate than a bad
byPaGAuntid ngela
No date has yet been designated for
mates, contends that the reason for
senior roommate."
Lack of space in freshman rooming this compatibility is that "Among
Despite this view of the situation, Moseley's assumption of his duties
assignments, has necessitated the guys at BC the age gap is not as imall felt that their freshmen roonv on a full-time basis.
Executive Vice-President Dr.
placement of seventy-seven mportant a factor as it seems to be mates were missing an important
freshmen in lower campus housing among the women."
part of campus life by living in the Francis B. Campanella expects that
with upperclassmen this year. Some
Difficulty in meeting other apartments. According to Melissa Moseley's first task will be to
of the involved upperclassmen and freshmen was another problem Conde, a resident of the Reservoirs, organize and implement a tutorial
freshmen were interviewed by The mentioned by all but one of the "Living in a dorm is a community program comprised primarily of
students, with several professionals
freshmen interviewed. One female type thing as opposed to an inHeights to determine how their particular situation was working.
freshman living in the Reservoirs dividual one. You can't develop a in remedial areas.
Contacted freshmen were not inCampanella also expects that
agreed, saying simply, "I have no feeling of closeness with your
formed by the housing office prior friends." A group of senios who had neighbors in an apartment Moseley, in conjunction with the
to their arrival at BC that tney
lived under the same fresh-senior building." All expressed the opinion Deans, Counseling Office and faculwould be living with upperclassmen. living conditions their first year that living in a dorm provided them ty, will organize a performance
As one freshman put it,"I just suggested that one way to avoid with the opportunity to identify with monitoring system which would
assumed I'd be living with kids my complete isolation from other kids going through the same entry help identify a student's academic
own age, experiencing the same freshmen is by eating in the problems as they were.
difficulties quickly.
feelings of anxiety and apprehension cafeteria.
Campanella acknowledged that
All freshmen unhappy with their
as the next guy. No way did I think
Most upperclassmen interviewed present living conditions (on lower faculty involvement with minority
BC would put me in with all upfelt that it was personality and campus) are advised to see Ms. education would have to increase if
perclassmen."
maturity as opposed to age alone Lassiter at the Housing Office on classroom and exam performance
Pam Lassiter, placement cowhich made the difference in roomthe first floor in Rubenstein Hall were to be adequately monitored.
ordinator for BC housing, explained ing success. Patty Creamer, a senior (Hillside C). Changes in room Campanella told The Heights , "the
that housing forms were sent to all living in the Hillsides, said that assignments will be allowed after faculty is going to be critical as they
incoming freshmen. Students she'd "rather live with a good the
first
of
October. are the first line." He added, "One
numbered from one to seven their
particular housing preference.
While first preferences could not
always be granted, Lassiter stated
that housing did try to accomodate
the student's choices to the best of
Did the recent Ford-Carter debatechange ofconfirm your opinion
their ability. It has always been
of who to vote for in the November election?
BC's policy to fill in vacant spots on
lower campus with transfer students
and freshmen unable to be placed in
dorms. Although Ms. Lassiter felt
that this new preference system has
made housing assignments easier, it
has also caused some confusion
among housing applicants. Many
freshmen did not realize that, in
choosing lower campus apartments
as their first choice, they would be
living with upperclassmen as roommates, as opposed to having them as
neighbors.
So far only ten to fifteen of the
seventy-seven placed in lower campus have complained to housing. A
freshman who has recently moved
John Sullivan, A&S, '80
Greg Tarbutton, A &S, '77
RuthMulroy, A&S,'79
out of the Reservoirs to Newton'
Well, I think it was quite evident
It didn't change my decisionfor
I'd say the debateconfirmed my
stated that. "They made me feel
after last night's debate that PresiFord, because all they did was
decision on who to votefor. I was
very uncomfortable and unalready pretty well biased toward
repeat their platforms. They
wanted...The first day I arrived one dent Ford has a total misconception of thefacts of the matter. He
Carter, but when Ford started
memorized a lot of numbers and
of the girls asked me what I was dociting employment figures, and
ing there and said that there must be is intending to skewer Gov. Carter facts, but they didn't change
anything. I think that Jimmy
citing all the good points. and not
some mistake. It seemed that the on half-truths and lies. I don't
looking at the other things, even
Carter's ideas are too radical, and
only time they talked to me was to think it's going to help his image of
honesty.
As
a
he
wants
to
in
he raised some good
though
matter
I
too
much
change
like
of
fact.
you
ask me things
"Are
going
think the President lost very badlyhome for the weekend?"'
four years. He thinks he can do it, points as to how Carter was going
but I don't think he can.
to pay for all of his programs; I
Expressing opposite sentiments. last night, and that the onlyreason
Bill O'Connell. a freshman living in this was not reflected in the polls
feet like Ford is a bit too Jar
removedfrom thepeople whorealthe Reservoirs, feels that he has fit was because of an anti-Southern
ly need it so I'm going to stick
in easily with the upperclassmen in feeling in the \ortheast. and by
with Carter.
his apartment and will remain in the many members of the Catholic
Reservoirs. Tom Houlihan, one of electorate.
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the dining room has a seating
capacity of only 300, lines were unusually long, Callahan stated.
"Students will find that if Kirkwooc
or Newton is crowded another dining area will not be crowded," he
added. Staff cuts are not responsible for the long lines, he
emphasized, because despite cutbacks in work study, the dining services are still employing the same
number of people.
The Food Service held a meeting
Wednesday to discuss menu
reviews, Callahan said, and an open
meeting where students may give
their opinions and suggestions is being planned.

Mosley to Direct
Minority Programs

Blat

Mixed Housing- Frosh React
Vliragliotta

man could not possibly monitor the
performance of 850 minority
students, which we eventually hope
to have enrolled, without cooperation from the faculty."
No formal responsibility in the
performance tracking process has
yet been delegated to the faculty
because of the sensitivity of the
issue, Campanella said. The advantages and disadvantages of different
techniques are being debated at present.

Campanella characterized
Moseley's work as a "monumental
task." He added that Moseleyknew
what was needed and would decide
upon the best means of accomplishing his objectives himself.
Speculation as to the degree of
cooperation minority student
leaders would offer Moseley
heightened in the aftermath of the
confrontaion over a list'of demands
drawn up and submitted to the administration ten days ago. Several
of the demands have not yet been
resolved. A&S Associate Dean
John Harrison told The Heights
that continued use of dramatic tactics was a realistic possibility but
would be an unfortunate way to
begin dealings with the new director.

Voices From the Dustbowl

Ricardo Perez, SOM, 77
/ left myselfopen and undecided
until the recent debate to see which
candidate presented himself more
capably to the public, the way he
presented himself, and which candidate was more convincing. I
wanted to see how they would
counteract each other on the
issues, and I was convinced that
President Ford was better. He was
moreimpressive than Carter.

?
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Open Budget
Must Justify Increase
Once again the dreaded words have been said?There will be a tuition increase next year. According to administration officials and University Budget
Committee members, preliminary work on the 1977-78 fiscal program has
shown the need for a tuition hike of at least $225 and possibly over
$300. Payments for both housing and meal plans also appear to be facing some
sort of escalation.
University officials blame the rising inflation rate as having a severe effect on
their operating costs in such major areas as physical plant and salaries. Dr.
Francis Campanella, Executive Vice President, cites these rising cost areas as
reasons for the cuts already this year in the equipment budget and in capital expenditures. He also points out that Boston College has had "a successful
program in cost reduction." Yet where are the figures of both the cost cuts and
increases and why can't the students see them?
Last year The Heights had a major battle with the university administration
over the printing of a codv of the "confidential" BC budget. We felt that the
students had a right to know how their money was being spent. The Heights was
taken to court by the administration for that belief and fortunately the judicial
system upheld our right to print that information.
This year The Heights still feels that it is as important as ever that the
students be given access to the University budget, to review it themselves, and
that their input be increased in fiscal matters. Whether or not the tuition increase is truly needed remains to be seen, but it is the duty of the university administration to present all the facts to all the students.
Therefore The Heights proposes the following:
1) That all budget information with the exception of personal salaries be made
public. Granted most students would not have the time or the inclination to
wade through the hundreds of pages that would comprise this document, there
still are enough activist undergraduates and concerned parents to make its
publication worthwhile.
2) That the Budget Committee and the University hold open hearings this
year for the BC students to explain their reasoning behind the increases and that
they listen to any student suggestions concerning possible cost reduction within
the university. These hearings would give any student a chance to investigate and
recommend ways to keep his or her own educational costs down. Why not give
the students a crack at keeping the tuition down?evidently the administration
can't.
3) The feasibility of contract tuition should be looked into. This would have
the university make a binding contract with an incoming student which would
set limits on the amount that an individual's tuition could go up. Under the present system students have seen their costs go up almost a thousand dollars after
three years at BC.
We are not the only ones who should be making suggestions on this most important issue, and we urge all students to write to The Heights and to the administration concerning their right to know the BC budget. Furthermore we
urge the university to open the fiscal doors and give students a say. If there is due
cause for a tuition increase then the administration has nothing to hide.

Minority Education:
Cooperation Essential
This week, Director of Minority Programs Monroe Moseley will begin the important task of providing substance to the university's restructured Minority

Education Program.
,t ;. ..' ,'
."'.*.. '~'"!.
Mr. Moseley has given every indication that he has no intention of"wor.lqng in'
an administrative vacuum. Input from all sectors of the Boston College community is necessary if the new program is to fare any better than its immediate
predecessor, the Black Talent Program.
The Heights views Mr. Moseley's role as one of providing continuity and accountability to minority education and, more importantly, serving to facilitate
the exchange of ideas concerning the form and direction of the program from
students , faculty and administrators at the university.
\u25a0In view of recent events, The Heights urges the minority leadership to reassess
its approach to dealing with the restructuring. It must be realized that the
restructured program is here to stay and the former arrangement is gone
forever. The facts dictated that reforms be made in the area of minority education.
The minority leadership can best serve the interests of their constituents by
making a major contribution to the'development of the Minority Education
Program by establishing a productive working relationship with the Director of
Minority Programs.
The strength of that relationship will depend heavily uDon the initial contact
between Moseley and the minority leadership. The Heights urges both to meet
with open minds and as equals. The crisis atmosphere which prevailed two
weeks ago will only serve to alienate and reduce the likelihood of forming a good working realtionship. It is important that Moseley not shut the
door on student input, as many administrators have, because those doors are difficult to reopen.

~' "
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LETTERS
To the Editor:
As a freshman entering Boston College
through the Black Talent Program, I was
completely aware of the fact that the
program was going to be fazed out.
I (and many other concerned students)
was curious about the reasons why Black
Talent had failed. During the summer we
(the freshmen) inquired (of the BTP
leadership) about the situation. Each time
we were put off with a general answer that
really told us nothing.
I feel that the former Black talent leaders
did not use all the facets available to them.
Freshmen minds should have been used and
educated (about the workings and problems
of the program) on another level besides that
of a pawn. I do however, support the list of
demands submitted before the university. I
feel that they fully represent the needs of all
AHA students. It would be a true loss if the
university failed to recognize the importance
of the experience that the so called
"minorities" have in dealing with AHA
students. It is my strong belief that the university should incorporate Black, Hispanic
and Asian students in a program, where they
can still have input on the admission of
students who have the same problems and
needs as they do.
This time-let there be no hierarchy.
Name Withheld Upon Personal Request

Editors and Fellow Students:
This letter concerns the chart of the
proposed UGBC budget which appeared on
page four of The Heights on September
seventh. Broken into two sub-totals, Committees and Organizations, the immediate
impression after a quick eye-balling is that
drastic amounts have been cut from almost
all requested budgets.
Of the Committees, only the Minority
Caucus and the Activities Funding Committee(which strikes me initially as a "slush
fund" for pet UGBC projects) received 100%
of their requests. The remainder of the Committees can easily be viewed in this manner:
the less money requested, the larger the
percentage granted. For example, the Resident Student Life Committee asked for $6,-100 and .was granted $5,740, while the
Academic Committee requested $32,781
and received only 34% of their requestsll.2oo. Am I to suppose.that the proposed
budget for each Committee was highly inflated? After limited consternation, I am
more apt to conclude that those budgets
sliced will force the committees to operateat
an effective rate far below the needs of the
students. I intend to seek my own answers,
but I must also encourage a detailed explanation of the budget cuts easily accessible
to the general body of students.

The Organizations, I'm afraid, fared
more poorly than the Committees. If one
disregards the new pre-medical organization, Alpha Episilon Delta (which requested
only $200 and received it), the average
budget cut is an astounding 76%. Mass
PIRG, Alpha Phi Omega, and the Transfer
Center were dealt severe financial blows by
the UGBC administration. However, these
groups are, if one can* believe it, better off
than the Chorale or the Women's Ice
Hockey Team. Each received nothing. What
is the rationale involved?' Perhaps I've seen
the light. The Chorale really doesn't need
any financial support?they can sing for
their supper. But what about the Women's
Ice Hockey Team?are.they expected to
puck for theirs?
Murk Y. Nuccio, '78

To the Editor:.
I am really struck by all the amazement
the new policies on campus have caused.
Anyone who has been here for two years or
more shouldn't be surprised, for there have
been no changes.
The new party rules are a typical BC way
of handling student problems. It works like
a pacifier, not as good as the real thing but it
keeps the baby quiet. BC knows this and it
has been effective in the past, so why play
with success.
Administrative input is also reaching out
into other student run programs. Black
talent received administrative assistance and
was termed obsolete. Joshua Center is tied
closer to University counseling than ever
before, and quite a few old members have
expressed dissatisfaction or have left the
program altogether.
One may ask how does this all come
about? Easy, BC is a tightly controlled
power based school. The people who make
the major decisions here, have been here for
years. This in itself is not bad when the
check process is in force. As one might
guess, the check is the students represented
by the student government.
Since I have been at BC I have never seen
a student government. What I have seen is a
patronizing arm of the school administration elected by students. Student government is supposed to question the obsolescence of the Black Talent Program.
Student government is also supposed to
laugh at the party regulations because that's
what they are, laughable.
We have a student body president who has
to be brow beaten to recognize a student
referendum in the case of Mass PIRG. Also,
instead of fighting for student rights, we
have a President who is into sueing students.
That's representation!
Greg Tarbutton

-\u25a0
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Statutes Redraft Prepared

NEWSBRIEFS

Christine Bresnahan
A revision draft of the university
statutes is to be circulated soon to
determine the response of the BC
ComrrH'nity, according to President
J. Donald Monan, S.J..
The statutes, labeled by Monan
as "the legal matrix" and constitution of the university, govern such
areas as the appointment of university officers and administrators and
the promotion and tenure of faculty.
Recommendations for changing
the tenure and promotions process,
approved by the UAS in the spring
by

PIRG Faces Bottle Battle
by Daniel Lorenzetti

"Vote yes on Question 6" will be the cry this fall of those supporting a
Mass Bottle Bill. Admidst the presidential rhetoric of the November elections is the important referendum question "The Bottle Bill." Due in a
large part to the efforts of Mass PIRG. students and concerned citizens
gathered enough signatures last year to place the question of "nonreturnable bottles" on the Novemberballot.
The Bottle Bill places a nickel deposit on all containers used to sell beer
or carbonated soft drinks in the Commonwealthof Massachusetts: it also
prohibits the use of detachable flip-tops that separate from the can or
bottle. No deposit, no return bottles have littered the Massachusetts
countryside long enough, now is the time to do something about it.
Bottles and cans account for approximately 70% of all litter by volume:
passing the Bottle Bill will mean a cleaner envitonment.
Industry has mounted a sizable attack against the proponents of this
legislation. This is the reason why Mass PIRG needs as many student
volunteers as possible to do a variety of work. People are needed to staff
tables, hand out leaflets, call supporters, etc. If you are into public speaking. Mass PIRG will train you to speak about the Bottle Bill to groups
and associations. If you wish to volunteer some time, anytime. Mass
PIRG can use you. Walk into their office in McElroy 118 or call 969-0100 EXT. 3516.
Right now PIRG is looking for people to help publicize a rally for the
Bottle Bill. Speakers at the Oct. 1, noon rally will include Gov. Michael
Dukakis. Evelyn Murphy, and Red-Sox pitcher Bill

and fall of 1975. were set aside by
the board of trustees academic committee until the university statutes
could be revised. One of the
recommendations called for a student to sit as a non-voting member
on tenure and promotions committees.
The UAS also voted in May that
a faculty referendum on the tenure
and promotions recommendations
must accompany the report to the
trustees. Of the 270 faculty
members who voted. 123 voted in
favor of having a student sit on
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Northeastern Protects BC
Prof. Thomas F. Blakely

promotion committees: 147 voted
against. The other five resolutions
were approved byfaculty members.

Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella. who put together the
statutes revision draft, said he "tried
to clean up the inconsistencies, update sections and solve definitional

problems."

He said he did not change any
part of the statutes dealing with the
promotions process,, but, did try to

"capsulize the recommendations
outstanding from the UAS." These
are to be attached to the draft of the
statutes as appendices, according to
Campanella.
A group principally made up of
faculty and administrators will
work on collecting reactions from
the BC community, said Monan.
This group will attempt to synthesize the reactions in order to
shape the final draft.

"I don't see the trustees making
any radical changes in the statutes,"
Campanella said. He added that the
seating of students on tenure and
promotions committeeswould be "a
significant change" in the statutes.

Personalities in the News

Across the US in 53 Days

Phol

byBetsThompi
by Carol Bengle
A recent innovation in Northeastern University's co-opprogram finds

their criminal iustice maiors staffino information and traffic control

,

booths at Boston College, M.I.T. and Harvard. This task had
previously been assumed by campus security.
Outlining the philosophy behind the agreement, BC Security Chief
James Daley explained that the campus police are not merely guards or
security personnel. They received formal training at the State Police
Academy and participated in numerous in-service programs involving
typical university settings. Placing the co-op students in tne oooths trees
campus police to fill more relevant positions, saving the University $25.-000 annually, Daley said.
When asked why BC students are not hired for this position. Daly
declared that "they are neither available nor eligible under the workstudy regulations which limit the number of hours they can work
weekly." The Northeastern students work a forty-hour week, and their
work experience is part of an integrated academic program with which
BC has no counterpart.
Daley hopes to see the program grow. Ideally the Northeastern
students will progress from the booths to other areas of police detail including radio dispatch, communications, orientation to security patrol,
and variousoffice responsibilities.

Grits 'n Fritz Blitz Roberts

by Andrea Lichota
As Aristotle valued the means
more than the end, Thomas F.
BJakeley, Professor of Philosophy
at BC under-took a fifty-three day
bicycle trip across country last
summer, to enjoy the experience of
bicycling rather than to see the
country. Accompanied by his fifteen
year old daughter and two graduate
students, Blakeley covered about 3,-482 miles, following a northerly
route from Massachusetts to Ontario Canada, down through
Minnesota and across to Seattle,
Washington.
Blakeley stated, "I had no interest in crossing the United States.
I just wanted to bike. It was the biking that was fun. The funny thing
was that my daughter had to
gradually realize that we weren't
crossing the states but werebiking."
Physical preparation for the trip
was minimal for Blakeley since he
commuted to BC from Quincey
every day. The rest of the group
spent two weeks getting into shape.
With a rigorous ten hour ride each
day, Blakely said no one got
"bushed" during the trip.

The ascent to the Rockies turned
out better than Blakeley had an-

ticipated. Ascending five-hundred
feet a day for ten days, most of the
time, the group did not notice the
gradient since it was so gradual.
Once in the Rockies, themselves,
they had to climb only one thousand
feet.

.

Originally,the group had planned
average one hundred miles a day;
however, the prevailing westerley
winds hindered their progress.
Blakeley described the wind as
to

"monster." and"a terrible reality."
He said. "The first thing when you
get on the road, you feel that
monster wind and it gets worse and
worse as you get closer to the
Rockies. Finally, at an Indian reservation about fifty miles from the

tana, he said, "was a fantastic,
beautiful road, with beautiful people. There's very little traffic. I
don't think they've seen bikes
before. People were phoning in
ahead. You'd pull into a gas station
and the guy would say, "Daisy May
called from way back and said you
were coming."

When asked if he had acquired
any new insights in philosophy from
his trip, Blakeley replied that he was
skeptical as to whether philosophy
gleaned any thing from practical experience. However, he added, "I
think everyone matured a lot. My
daughter is fifteen and she came out
as much more developed from when
she started.She was a lot less the lit-

"It was a cake walk," stated
Blakeley. "We were absolutely
shocked once we got to the
top. .the famous Rockies were
done. We looked and laughed and
then it was two hours downhill. That tle- girl when she got done, knew
was just incredible. We just A/hat it meant to make decisions to
flew. .a tremendous sense of have to hit those last twenty miies in
relief."
a hundred mile day."

.

.

Throughout, the journey,the peo-

ple they encountered showed an in-

terest in the group's undertaking.

"It was the universal thing," said
Blakeley, "That when we told them
where we were from and where we
were going, 'I'd never do that,'
Each morning, the group they'd say."
departed from their campsite at nine
and stopped at about seven in the
Blakeley found that the further
evening, covering approximately west they traveled, the more sursixty miles a day. Every three to five prised people were to see strangers.
days, they took a respite to visit Route 200 leaving Deluth, Mon.national parks.
Their mode of traveling, with
racks mounted on their bicycles,
allowed them to remain
"autonomous." said Blakeley.
"You go where you want, when you
want, the whole logistics of buying
meals, which camping places you
don't want to get stuck at. ."

Smilin' Jimmy (sans Fritz) is coming to BC, so therumor goes. Well folks,
the rumor isn't, and Jimmy is. J C will take the podium in Roberts
Center at 1:30 this Thursday. The concessions will be handled by Amy.

Rockies, the bartender said don't go
the rest of it, take the train since the
wind is generally fifty miles per
hour. So we took the train for one
day."

At Seattle, their destination,
Blakeley admitted that he did not
want to see a bicycle for a long time.
Getting rid of his bicycle, he kept
the saddle and drove home by car
with his wife, who had followed
them with their two other children.
Blakeley still commutes to BC
and is presently considering another
bicycle trip from Seattle to San
Francisco and then down to Los
Angeles.

OPEN FORUM
All Asian, African, and Hlspano-American students:
Meet with?
Monroe Moseley, new director of minority student programs;
Vice President for Student Affairs Kevin Duffy;

Representativesfrom Admissions and Financial Aid.

Tuesday Sept. 28

7:00 McGuinn Auditorium
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Heights White Paper:

Activities Propos

To Counter Decline In School Spirit
mittee or City Council.

by Peter Keough
Another semester has commenced; and it
is one that appears, to this observer, to mark

WHAT ABOUT
US RICH KIDS?
by John J. Crane

Now that there has been so much publicity on the minority population, it's time to
hear from the filthy rich side of Boston
College. There have been numerous complaints throughout the past two weeks by the
offspring of those who grow money in their
backyards.
"What no maids?" has been the hubub
throughout the campus. The only suggestion
I can give is to demand some kind of course
on changing sheets, picking up clothes or
maybe you could throw a little of that green
stuff to some ambitious housekeeper-to-be.
"Self-service?" the affluent have been
barking. Yes, there is self-service here at BC
cafeterias. That's the only way we can keep
the rowdies from pinching where they're not
supposed to, as Rat girls know all too well. I
realize that it's somewhat of a discomfort to
carry a tray full of food, but it does
strengthen the biceps and may someday help
you lift that heavy check written out to you
by Daddy.
"No parking?" the freshman well-to-do

have been moaning and groaning. The only
way oul that I can think of would be to call
Dad (collect, that is; we must be thrifty),
have him write a check out for about 50
grand and have some contractor build you a
garage for your Jaguars and Mercedes. Or,
you could simply pay for every parking
ticket you get during the course of the year,
from the never-loving ladies in blue.
"One closet?" the young ladies rolling in
riches shriek at the very thought of it. That's
easy to fix; buy out your roommate. Hell, if
she's like the girls I've met the clothes end
up somewhere else eventually, so they'll
probably be happy to take a littleextra cash.
In all earnest, I do wish the upper-crust
I'rosh of BC good luck. Nevertheless, I have
one last warning to the men: when you go
down to Pine Manor for activity don't start
throwing your money around? keep it at
home. Their daddies are probably your daddies' bosses. I must leayje now; the Rolls is
here. Father is waiting for me at the Ritz
and my 500 dollars a week allowance is due
for tin increase. "Coming Charles."

Artist's conception of BC's proposed 'Rockefeller Dorms,' new housing complex
conceded to rich students in recent negotiationswith administration.

a new low in the level of student enthusiasm
and ambition. On a campus inhabited 10
years ago by eager-eyed young people seeking to change the world, there now reside
well-groomed management majors out for
fat salaries, or denimed, flimsy-bloused coeds with an eye out for good times and
potential spouses. That those idealists of 10
years ago are currently either cab-drivers,
insurance salesmen or problems for their
parents is immaterial; the commitment of
their student days far outshine the dissipation and stolidity of their wastrel and
mercenary succesors.
With the failure last semester of the wellintentioned "Draw the Leprechaun
Contest"; and the apparent, though as yet
unacknowledged, failure of the current
"Summer Vacation Essay Contest," it has
become evident that appeals to student's
spirit through creative and aesthetic sensibilities is futile. We have concluded that it
is necessary to lower our sights. We hope
that the following proposed activities, reflecScanty turn?out for band practice: sad con
tive of the current campus interests in inebriation, indifference and inanity will serve
as the beginning of a cultural renaissance in decadent French poet or Clint Eastwood
the Boston College Community.
character. Prizes for those with the most
telling phrase summarizing the futility of all
The "Ennui" Celebration
endeavors or the ultimate validity of
A joyous opportunity for all to express hedonism. It is hoped that this event will
their indifference. Come dressed as your broach no legitimate or troubling issue but
favorite pessimistic German philosopher, will deteriorate into a typical BC beer blast.

Records

The Turntable Heart

Dream Within a Dream," we are usheres
Kevin J. Nolan
Tales of Mystery and Imaginationby Edgar from reality into Poe's world of gothi
madness.
Allen Poe
"Dream" segues directly into the statel
The Allen Parsons Project. (20th Century
chords of "The Raven." It is here that th
Records.)
listener first observes the unorthodox inter
It sounds ambitious to the point of absur- pretations that Parsons and lyrisist Eri
dity; a rock adaptation of the literary works Woolfson have given to Poe's moods. Th
of Edgar Allen Poe. It sounds like the kind blatant gothic horror has been general?
of thing Rick Wakeman would go in for. abandoned in favor of more subtle, psy
(Wakeman, you may remember, quit Yes chologically ironic interpretations. Th
because he was tired of doing concept sedate arrangement of "The Raven
albums, and then turned out four concept suggests the calm demeanor that Poe 1
albums and a movie soundtrack.) But Allen tormented protagonist must have struggle
Parsons, the wizard engineer of Pink Floyd's to maintain. The flowing melody of "Th
classic Dark Side of the Moon, has Cask of Amontillado" implies the insan
produced just such an effort. And here's a placidity of a man walling up his bitte
surprise; it's a lot more successful than you enemy. Only the hysteria of "The Tell-Tal
Heart," featuring the maniacal vocals 5
might expect.
One of the most common mistakesmade Arthur Brown, reflects a more typical intei
by the proponants of "art-rock" is that they pretation of Poe.
reach for high artistry so eagerly that they
The musical highlight of Tales ofMyster
forget to make good music. But unlike such and Imagination is "(The System of) D:
hackneyed art-rock schleppers, as David Tarr and Professor Fether." This trac
Axelrod. Parsons allows his music to rock provides the Tjest example of reaching fc
from time to time. The result is a concept high art while still making good music. O
album that makes for enjoyable listening an interpretive level, we are shown the ir
mates of a private insane asylum
without sacrificing its aesthetic ideals.
The album is far from perfect. This sort of debauching merrily among themselves,an
exhorting;
conceptualized music requires a large degree
:
Find the end of therainbow
of concentrated listening to bring across its
Fly wherever the wind blows
full impact. And while classical music or
Laugh at life like a sideshow
avant-garde jazz can afford that luxury,
rock music cannot, if it is going to be con- Just what you need to make you feel belle)
sistantly interesting. Take a look, for exam- And on a musical level, "Dr. Tarr an
ple, at the German band, Kraftwerk. Professor Fether" is a top-notch rocke
Thetonal colorings and thematic variations featuring a strong, solid rhythm section, an
of their "Autobahn" (the moderately some splendid guitar and keyboard fills. (\u25a0
successful single was only a small part of the is also interesting to note that the "Raven
23 minute original) inevitably proved at theme is brought into play on this trad
least a little tiresome to any but the most Perhaps this is Parsons' epilogouscommtJr
on the final fate of Poe's narrator.)
austere listener.
But Allen Parsons is first and foremost a
Happily. Parsons is able to avoid this pitfall for the most part. But in the one ex- engineer, and his experience on Dark Side c
tended piece of tales. "The Fall of the House the Moon has paid off well. Tales c
of Usher," the extention-for-its-own-sake Mystery and Imagination is an exceptiona
syndrome creeps in. The piece takes its cue ly well-produced album, engineeredexpertl
from this quote of Poe's; "With the first - brilliantly in spots. "A Dream Within.
glimpse of the building, a sense of in- Dream," for example, builds and swell
sufferable gloom pervaded my spirit." The masterfully, each new instrument comin
lengthy instrumental piece neatly captures almost as a completesurprise as it falls int
this spirit of gloom. But nothing is done with place.
Despite its flaws. Tales of Mystery an
it; whereas Poe built on this gloom and
Imagination by Edgar Allen Poe is a mos
worked up to intense horror, Parsons is content simply to plod gloomily along through impressive realization of a rather ambition
the piece. One has the feeling throughout concept. If Parsons continues to developith
"Usher" of waiting for something that just promise shown here, he could be a majc
contender in very little time. Who knows
never comes.
The rest of the album fares much better. Allen Parsons may just be the one to finall
Beginning with the brief instrumental, "A put some art into art-rock

2) Roslindale residents.
3) Aging entertainers with

fascist

leanings.
4) "Orange Line" MBTA passengers.
5) Loiterers at Bunratty's.
Suggestions for other categories are
welcome. We believe this to be an excellent
opportunity for all to indulge in the petty
cruelty their parents wouldn't let them get
away with when they were children.
The Richard ("Dickie") Doyle Memorial
Fistfight

y on state ofschool spirit.

participants will be searchedfor sharp or
tited objects.

mess Contest

tudents are asked to nominate the ugliest
son in each of the following categories:
) Members of the Boston School Com-

Bar-buster, blooming poet (of: "Heights"
]??). and former gridiron flash. Richard
"Dickie" Doyle departed our midst last
summer. Reported by friends to be dejected
after learning his girlfriend had been dating
him merely to provide research material for
her Anthropology course, and after being
abrubtly cut from the team for gross obesity
and ineptitude, Dickie was recently found
dead in his Allston apartment. By his bedside were a dozen empty Schlitz cases, and
clutched in his hands were a tearstained
football and a photo of his lady love. There
was no note. Doctors labelled his death "accidental overdose"?but Dickie's friends
know better.

Richard Lord
I AMIN DADA. Directed by Barbet
iroeder. Starring Idi Amin, three
eodiles, an elephant and the Ugandan
tional Cabinet. At the Orson Welles and
Sack 57.
Dadaism was an artistic movement
.ri3ed during the worst days of the First
>rld War which took as its duty the mock, perverting and destruction of all the
jor values of Western civilization. This
s all done through literature and painting
course (the armies of Europe's major
vers were performing the same tasks on
battlefields), and if some Dada writer
re to undertake the tale of a wild,
:keyed ruler loyal only to the tenets of
da, it's not unlikely he?she would have
ne up with something close to the
vement's namesake, Idi Amin Dada.
di Amin is the president for life (though
ay believe that may be shorter than
raid Ford's tenure) of Uganda, a post he
held since 1971 when he led a coup of
ny officers against the then president, Dr.
Fton Obote. Almost from the start, Amin
been a journalist's dream. His wild,
ic-free quotes and his improbable foreign
I domestic policies have given him a
ttire in world opinion that the mere
sidency of Uganda could never possibly
3rd him.
(nd since documentary as a form (that is,
lething that supercedes the early work"of
iple like the Lumiere brothers) believes in
uniqueness of its subject, there is clearly
recinating film to be made about General
Amin. Unfortunately, Barbet
iroeder's film, Idi Amin Dada, is not it.
iitid the fault if probably not Schroeder's.
; thing is, Schroeder had to rely almost
irely on Amin's cooperation.This meant
it, that Amin would only give to
iroeder's camera what he wanted to give
himself; second, that Schroeder would
<e to be careful that none of his probings
iied the mercurial despot too much (only
f kidding, Schroeder made out his will
ore embarking on the project); and third,
t even the finished product would have to
e-the kind of censorship Amin is able to
:rt (in this case, Amin demanded that cern offensive passages be removed or over a
idred French citizens in Uganda would be
;cuted).
The result is a watered-downportrait, an
nin more mellow than the scourge who
pears in the pages of journals all over the
rid. The Amin in Schroeder's study may

Is this the education your parents are paying for?

hearts-namely, drunkenness and mindless from that great barstool in the sky, with one
violence. We suggest that on the next an- fist around a frosty mug and the other
We feel that the best way to honor the niversary of Mr. Doyle's birth, all pause a
passing of our lusty, ill-starred comrade
clutching the brawny back of
moment in meditation, tic on a quick buzz .I.C.?everybody's playcaller?and, dropwould be to set aside a day to celebratethose and then come to blows with the closest per- ping a tear or two, will stifle a belch of apvirtues that make his memory warm in our son. We are sure that Dickie will look down preciation.

Big Daddy:

by

Campus idlers on Dustbowl.

Amin Disgrace

be silly, but he is not the buffon the real-life
General often is; he may be harsh but he is
not the butcher accounts have him as.
Amin is able to bring about this transformation by keeping Schroeder at a distance
(both figuratively and literally?note how
few close-ups are in this "portrait").For instance, when Schroeder tries to prod Amin
into explaininghis Hitler quotes (a few days
after the Munich massacre of 1972, Amin
praised Hitler's massacre of the 'Israelis'
and later stated that Hitler had not killed
enough Jews), Amin laughs and tells the
film-maker that Hitler is in the past and we
must now get away from the past and think
and act in the future. The implications of
this response are chilling, but the response
itself is sufficiently evasive and typical of
what Amin does in most of the film's tight
spots; this man doeshave a certain native intelligence that does him stead in the arena of
political gesture-making, and he will not
jerk at the rope Schroeder throws to him
only to learn it's a noose.
Of course, like any egotistical and evil
leader, Amin does have a certain lack of
self-consciousness that the film takes advantage of. This lapse is best seen in the sequences where he addresses his Cabinet. The
empty, blown-up phrases he drops on these
poor, obviously frightened gentlemen show
beyond a doubt the paper thinness of what
one' might charitably call Amin's political
thought (this lecture makes a late Nixon
speech read like a profound moving
document).
The film has a number of these bits but
not enough to make it the satire it obviously
wanted to be. There are laughs here, but
Amin carefully restricts their proliferation,
and infact joins in on several of them, inviting us to laugh with, rather than at him.
But the audience, at least the white part of
the audience, is almost always laughing at
Amin. There is a clear undertone of racism
in a lot of the laughter that wafts through
the theatre. For instance, in the scene where
Amin is giving the film people a guided tour
of the Nile, there are many who laugh at
everything he says or shows. But the fact is
the man Is giving a tour of the river. What
does one expect him to do?ladle his tour
with learned .discourses on the State and the
general commonweal? But Amin is
somethingthat learned-response liberals can
party with?a black leader it is now
fashionable to laugh at as a "dumb nigger."
The snickers at his grammatical lapses in
English?not his native tongue?are another

manifestation of this racism.
It is, I guess, the same racism that
pigeonholes Amin as a buffoon as long as
the blood he sheds stains no soil but Uganda's. For instance, the West's outrage when
Amin threatened to kill two British journalists dwarfs any outrage directed to his
massacre of over 100,000 Ugandans. This
may be an example of not interfering in the
domestic affairs of another sovereign state,
but I think it is more than faintly tainted
with a judgement about the relative value of
life. The film Idi Amin Dada avoids mention
of this slaughter, though this is probably
because of the aforementioned pressures
Amin put on the film-makers.
And what else can a film-maker do in a
documentary?The only thing left actually is
editing, and I can't take Schroeder and his
associates too much to task for that. Indeed,
1 was impressed a number of times during

One of Big Daddy's costars

the film with what I sensed as the filmmakers' decision to cut a scene just before it
began to drag. Cutting up Amin's address to
his cabinet, even if the break was to
meaningless scenes, is a good example of
this good judgement.

Of course, the fact that I mention
"meaningless scenes" says a lot about the
film. Why weren't more significant
moments included? Because of Amin's interference? Or was it the shortcomings of
Schroeder and crew? the French company
shot over seven hours of Amin footage, and
this finished product is not quite two hours. I
don't know if the excised portion could have
helped the editing some, or could even have
given the total impact more punch. Possibly
the best part of this film never got into a
camera, and that's the great misfortune of
Dada,
Idi
Amin
the film.
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Social Comm. Announces Schedule,
Blue Grass Festival Opens Season
by Anne

Kilsheimer
On Sept. 25, the UGBC Social

Sunday
12-BPM GET TOGETHER
50 -Drafts, Bottles of Bud
50C-Bloody Mary's Color TV
C

Monday Nights

6PM-2AM 50° Drafts

Tuesday

COLLEGE NITE 6PM-2AM
50c Drafts & Bottles,
75c Vodka
SLOP AUBar Drinks
Wednesday 6PM-2AM
50c Drafts & Bottles

NO COVER

HOProof-Brown Forman Distiller's ImportCo.. NY. NY

US?

,:\u25a0

wood-carving, pottery, painting in

oils, weaving, and stained glass

Other lectures, musical shows and
dramatic productions are on the
drawing boards for both comtion of "One Flew Over the mittees.

work.
Tentativelyscheduled is a produc-

The Social Committee's calendar
also includes Halloween at the
Rathskellar on Oct. 30, and a
dynamic D-J display, the JackFlash
Show, complete with an advertized
"incredible sound system", for Oct.
22.
The Cultural Committee has
planned a Blue Grass Festival for
the evening of Frid_ay, Oct. 15 at
O'Connell House. Featured bands
will be Tex Logan and the
Northeast Seaboard, The Country
Dance Ensemble, Davey Burket and
Bottle Hill.

Pho.

by

Joan

kracmsi

event, is scheduled for Oct. 6.
The committee will also sponsor an

The Estes Boys.

PHClouaunngsceiY
3rrd ear
by Nicholas Morris

according to Pat Burns, a senior
who heads the two year old council.
"We now have a philisophical
change; rather than just action
oriented, we are into education and
practical action."
This year new programs have
been planned to emphasize the
different aspects of world hunger
moral, economic, and political.
Burns stated that "one can work in
self-help communities, hunger
relief, and also self-education, i.e.,
what types of dangerous foods we
are consuming. He has also planned
several 'Food Nights,' where
speakers and films will be presented
to instruct students about the
dangerous foods we eat, as well as
malnutrition in the, world. People
must be educated according to
Burns, because "the US will not
change its policy in terms ot
deveiopmentwe must get American
government to face the problems of

-
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world hunger."
Along with the Food Nights,
David Toscano, of the Sociology
Department, has initiated an interdepartmental course, The Crisis
of World Hunger. Twenty-eight
students are enrolled in the weekly
two hour session, during which they
hearprofessors from the economics,
sociology and the theology
departments, as well as outside lecturers, speak on the economic and
ethical aspects of world hunger.
Toscano also runs a PULSE project, in which the six students travel
to high schools and help set up
hunger programs. As long as student interest continues, Toscano is
confident thatboth programs will be
successful. He feels that, "a
Catholic University should realize
that students should be committed
to changing values, designed to present differentperspectives on world
hunger."

Students wishing to get involved
in any of the BC World Hunger
Council programs should check the
Heights Events section, or contact
the
Chaplain's
Office.
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Typing Service

PEPE LOPEZ TEQUILA
Spint
The

political figure, Tom Hayden.

Performances by Aztec Two
Step, Martin Mull, and Southside
Johnnie are expected this year. Tentative dates are set for concerts in
November and December by Harry
Chapin and Hall and Oates. The
committee also hopes to bring comedian Robert Klein to BC.

The BC World Hunger Council
started its new year with a meeting
at Haley House last Wednesday.
Many new programs are planned
for 1976, among them the
November fast, nutrition education evenings, and volunteer relief
programs in various hunger centers
in the Boston area.
The Hunger Council is an independent, student-run organization, under the auspices of the
Chaplain's Office. In the past two
years, the biggest event has been the
semester fast, in which 900 to 1000
students gave up a meal and contributed the money they saved to
OXFAM AMERICA, an organization devoted to long range development in third world countries. A
20-mile walk last spring was
successful fund-raising event.
The outlook on hunger as a campus project has changed this year.

CIOTB.

Survive."
Another lecture will be co-hosted
by both the Cultural and Social
The crafts displayed will include Committees featuring the 60's
Series, the Cultural Committee will
present the "artists in the Foyer."

bowl

ABC FAVORITE
SINCE 1916
Lopez Tequila

local talents.

Co-hosted with the Humanities

Cuckoo's Nest", and a lecture, cosponsored with the Women's
Center, by Frank Storaska, entitled
"How to Say No to a Rapist and

Octoberfest, the open-air, dust-

Disco & Dancing

P»pe

Committee sponsored a "Concert
on the Green" from 1 to 6 pm. The
musical exhibition was one of the
many events to be presented by the
Social Committee this year.
The bands performing in the concert were Orphan, Travis Shook and
the Club Wow (a folk-comedy
routine), and the Estes Boys. All are

Ethnic Night on the 7th of
November, with another to follow
in the spring semester.

Onifucoft

FOOTWARE
Puma
Tiger

Nike
Pro Keds

Franklin
at popular prices

COLLEGE
STATION

CLOTHING
Lake Street Station
(across from St. Ignatius) I
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Harrington Attacks "Mediocre" American Leaders
A recurrent motif in the

M. P. Guiimn

6th District Congressman Congressman's speech was that the
Michael Harrington levied a deterpresent system is failing to provide
mined attack upon the any "effective leadership." The
"mediocrity" of American political representative process, itself, he

leadership speaking in Cushing
auditorium Thursday night.
Harrington spoke about what he
called the political system's inadequacy and its failure to meet the
needs of the people. He said that
there is a "philosophical gap," a
"fundamental alienation" between
the powerful few individuals-private
and political who control the country and the bulk of the people who
comprise it.
According to Harrington,
America is in need of a "redefinition
of itself," of a "restorationof the essence of the American people."
"Most people in this country," he
continued, "... are suggesting that
the system doesn't work for them in
any significant way..." He spoke of
a need to bridge the gap and "to get
out of this mold of thinking, for it
isn't working." Americans today
regard the future with "diminished
expectation,"he said.

-

-

declared, "is a reactive one we
don't have to think." He noted that
President Ford has served "25 years
in Congress and is still unable to
lead."
Harrington emphasized the need
for better communication with the
people, for "flushing out" the concerns of,"the gut reactions of the
people on the street." He described
his role, based upon the needs of the
people, as "pushing, shoving, kicking the system into some kind of

response."
The representative called for a
"fundamental institutional change."
The system, he stated, "is not going
to remain viable,no matter what the
rhetoric might be." He stressed that
the change must be from the bottom
up, a re-evaluation of the "most
basic" presuppositions of the
governmental structure. A mere
"programmatic solution" is not the
answer, he stated repeatedly.
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EPC Election Frozen
(continued from page I)

haven't counted it (the ballots) and
have no intention of doing so."
Former EPC member Dan
Malloy felt that if even sixty people
had voted on those two days, the
election should have been declared
valid. However, he stated, "If they
(UGBC) hadn't misplaced the
ballots, everything would have been
fine. As far as I'm concerned, the
Production Staff
Production Managers
Kathy Argyelan, Tom McCue
Technical Supervisors
Jim Green, Tom McCue
Advertising/Graphic Design
Kathy Argyelan
Typists
Layne Carlough
Cheryl Carlton
Chris Bresnahan
Pasteup Artists

Proofreader

Patty Creamer Paul McPartland
Cropper
Jim Catapano
Kevin Sharp
John Fouhy
The Heights

election wasn't finsihed."
In reference to the elections, one
EPC candidate commented, "The
only way to correct the situation is
to let the election committee take
over and run the election the way it
should have been run, and let those
with vested political interests be involved."
Since the elections there has been
much debate concerning whether
UGBC should have jurisdiction over
the EPC election. Edward
Hanrahan, S.J. Dean of Students
stated that Thomas O'Malley, S.J.
Dean of Arts and Sciences told him
that he plans to look into the situation and evaluate the facts.
The EPC deals with the academic
affairs of A&S. Since the college
has no senate to conduct the EPC
election, UGBC administers them.
Ordinarily, the EPC holds its elections during the spring; however
due to complications, they were
postponed until this fall. Those
students nominated as candidates
for the elctions last spring also
appeared on last week's ballot.

and again and again!" -judithcnst
"Cousin Cousine is quite possibly the most accurate representation of happy, healthy sensuality I
have Seen On fi Im," -John Simon, New York Magazine.
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BY REPLICA PRESS

Qther questions discussed concerned the Viet Nam war, the fate of
the CIA and FBI; white collar
crime, energy policy and the
African situation. He also discussed
the public power bill which he is

sponsoring. "TheirTain problem,"
he said, "is that we're peddling
something even more unpopular
than the utilities - namely
government." He added that he
doesn't expect the bill to pass on the
November ballot. He also said that
he was in favor of a form of
moratorium on the construction of
nuclear power plants.

JrHIII

fey

ITEMS|

effects of the ensuing debate, he
replied bluntly, "They're both
losers!"

"One of those rare films you'll want to see again

fUSfe

\
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Lengthening the Congressional session, shortening the terms of office,
or the institution of a national
health plan is not going to solve the
malaise, he said.
Such fundamental changes are
not going to take place without
some risk, he emphasized. He said
that risk must be taken "in order to
get ourselves out of the straight
jackets which have been selfimposed." This statement, among
others, prompted requests for
clarification. In response, Rep.
Harrington made it clear that the
"risks" did not entail, in his mind,
massive programs for income
redistribution or a change in private
property ownership.
In contrast with statements made
earlier in the evening concerning the
mood of the people, Harrington said
that, "Despite the cynicism, the
average American still thinks of
himself as potentially mobile
enough to move into that higher income category." Inlhe course of the
discussion he mentioned the
possibility of a modified Parliamentary process, along the Canadian
model, as a possible alternative for
American government, saying that
the Northern European societal
structures were "probably closest to
what I had in mind."
Harrington was outspokenly
cynical about the current presidential race. Of the two nominees he
stated that Carter was running with
a "question mark for a banner" and
that Ford, given his thinking,
"belongs in the 20's or 30's." When
asked to comment on the possible

j
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50% TO 75% OFF
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Robert Drinan, congressman
from Massachusetts' fourth district
and a former Boston College Law
School Dean, visited BC last Friday
to gain support for his November
reelection campaign.
Rep. Drinan talked for an hour
outside McElroy Commons to
students and answered questions on
a variety of national and local
issues.
Several students repeatedly
questioned Drinan about his stand
on abortion. When asked if he
would support a constitutional
amendment against abortion on demand, he replied that, "A constitutional amendment is a very difficult thing," and that is "is not go-

ing to solve anything." He said he
agreed with Jimmy Carter's position that programs should be
developed and expanded that would
"make it so a woman won't want an
abortion", but did not describe the
plan in any greater depth.
Another student. Joseph Anote.
'78. pursued Drinan on his support
of Carter's promise to drastically
reduce the number of federal
government agencies. Drinan denied
Anote's claim that such a move
would result in a potentially
"dangerous centralization of
power", saying it would instead
produce a "more efficient
government."
The Ford-Carter presidential race
was the primary source of dsicus-

sion. Drinan termed the recent candidates debate "a little dull" and
said that "If he had to judge", he
would call it "55-45 in Carter's
favor. He contrasted Carter's closing statement ?a "beautiful vision
of America" - to Ford's "retreads."
Drinan confirmed his support of
Carter. "Obviously I have questions
about Gov. Carter, but he is right on
every issue. .Carter stands for all
of the things I stand for." He called
Carter's remarks about adultery
reported in an interview with
playboy magazine "correct
theologically, but the phrasing was
unfortunate."

.

Phot

by

Kevin

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Drinan strongly advocated full
Sharp employment
in America, and denied

Continued from page 2

(SAM). All Welcome. Fulton Hall.

Rm. 200, 4:30 pm, Tuesday, Sept
28.
SOM Freshman-Transfer
Assistance Program has
applications and sign up for the
Freshman ?Transfer
Assistance
Program Advisory Committee,
available in Fulton 205 SOM
Counseling Office Sept 27-Ocl 22,
1976.
Check with the UGBC office for
more information about the list of
Medford commuters or call me at
396-4564, Susi Daley.
The Scuba Club will be starting the
diving year with the season's first
meeting, McElroy 114 this Tuesday
at 7:30. Any old and new members
interested in joining or who would
like more information should stop
in. We hope to plan a dive for this
weekend.
Work Study position available in the
Office of Student Activities for student wishing responsible work. Contact Tony Plevin. Assistant Director. McElroy 141.
Interested in working for the next
President? Join the Carter-Mondale
campaign. Call BC Coordinator Bill
O'Donaghue, 738-5467.
Arts and Science Tutorial Program Students helping students. Tutors
needed especially in Chemistry.
Physics and Math-related subjects.
Applications for tutors or tutees
available in Counseling Office.
Gasson I 17.
The Waltham Women's Health
Project is presenting the film. "Taking Our Bodies Back," a documentary on womens' health. October 5
at 7:30 pm at the Unitarian Church.
50 Church Street. Waltham. Child
care on request. 899-2527. Free.
Position available for a veteran A
work-study position has become
available in ihe Office of Student
Activities, McElroy 141. The position involves providing information
on veteran's benefits, and providing
advisement on related veteran's
issues. For further information,
please contact Doug Knapp in the
Office of Student Activities.
Attention: Any faculty member interested in being an advisor to the

-

He also made clear his opinion of
President Ford, saying "Jerry Ford
is identical with President Nixon."
Nixon, he said, "subverted and
CIA and FBI." Drinan said it was
"largely by my efforts" that the
power of the FBI was curbed, and
added that Congress must have
more control ia government in the
future.
Drinan called for the closing of
tax loopholes for corporations and
wealthy individuals, claiming such
an action would draw "at least $20
billion" into the federal treasury.
He urged Congress to "assess the
needs of the American people." He
spoke for "more funds for kids who
can't get to college. That imperative
must be met."

Outing Club of Boston College,
please contact Joan Birsic, 783-1647. The Outing Club is uttemtping to reestablish itself and needs
the leadership of an advisor who
shares interests in rock climbing,
hiking, skiing, bicycling, etc.

that it would result in inflation. In
the eventuality of inflation, he said
the government could deal with it
using the extra tax dollars brought
into the treasury through a larger
working force and through "other
means", such as Federal Reserve
regulation.
Drinan labeled his previous election a "landslide", and predicted a
similar victory in November.

The Boston College Campus School
for Multi-Handicapped Children

Needs Volunteers
If you are interested and have 6 hours to give weekly please stop in
ROBERTS CENTER 213
Ask for: Terry Rafalowski.

Mass PIRG
A student run, Nader-inspired social change

organization. BC Students work on small
claims court counseling, a returnable bottle
bill, campus nutrition, voter registration,
nuclear power and other issues.

Mass PIRG's funds are collected through
the Undergraduate Government fee and your

contribution makes these social change
efforts possible. However, students who do not
wish to support the efforts of Mass PIRG may
obtain a refund.
$4.00

Stop by first and find out what we're about:
McElroy 118.
Refunds: Tuesday, October 12 through Friday, October 22; Monday through Friday; 9-4.
MASSACHUSETTS PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP
McElroy 118 Tel: 969-0100 ext. 3516, 3517
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$1.00
Tuesday
Bottled & Draft Beer-50c
Vodka Drinks-75c

Wed& Thursday
DATE NITE
Two drinks
for the price of one
9-10pm pm 12-lpm

NO COVER

DANCING
GREAT FOR DATES
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GET A KICK
OUT 0F...

Bill's House of Pizza

d \jj«

Lettering and Numbering
rrench Cut
for Intramural teams, clubs and groups in a
(Ls, Ss)
variety of styles and colors.
612 Hammond St. (across Rt. 9),
Chestnut Hill.
734-9640

753 Beacon Street
Newton Centre

S«'r\ic*o I iquor >l«irl Announces....

( next to Murray's Liquors)

$ MILLION BUCKS $

Longsleeve Sweatshirts,
Hand painted T-Shirts,
Dresses
Subligraphs on
100% poiyester

Spaghetti
Delicious Pizza
Hot Oven Grinders
Largest Selection of Subs

964-1116
win a chance for a

jViLuV v\ Iry \ v

SPECIAL FOR BC STUDENTS
<*iiff Hassles!

I roicf Ihr \% <»<»/»

I'lacpxHirortlci's IMM 1

jiiiciswi::

MR. E.M. O'RIODAN
J

lor

Keys, bt'cr. wiiir. liquor.?*<«?.

The Finance Academy presents:

\u25a0St.'

11

Massachusetts State Lottery Commision
to speak on:
"FINANCIAL PRACTICES OF THE LOTTERY"
Tuesday, Sept. 28, 1976
7:00 P.M. Fulton 412

j/onr order

i ttll Mi l-:i IH2 and pl«<*«»

Wednesday eveninqs from 7-1

l/nn.

2%* Jfeur Jtork Sinter JSaok JiefcteUi

HA
August

NIKONWILLSENDYOUA

$50 Nikon System

Certificate

Good towards another
purchase of ony new
Nikon producr we stock.
?

FREE ticket to Nikon

Owner's Course

?

A $10 value?

with the purchase of a new

NIXON F2
PHOTOMIC

only

$479.86

With Multi-Coared
50mmf2IC-Nikkor

.

master of science

fiction

GOLDEN
OPPORTUNITY
SAVINGS!
?

n. tns

and more

Chance"; and "Getting Into Orbit,"
studies of Dostoyevsky. Camus and
futurology, among other books. Meanwhile, he has been steadily producing
fiction that follows the ana and
depths of his learning and a bewildering labyrinth of moods and attitudes.
Like his .protagonists, loners virtually
to a man, his fiction seems at a distance from the daily cares and passions, and conveys the sense of a mind
hovering above the boundaries of the
human condition: now mordant, now
droll, now arcane, now folksy, now
skeptical, now haunted and always
paradoxical. Yet his imagination is so
powerful and pure that no matter what
world he creates it is immediately convincing because of its concreteness and
plentitude. the intimacy and authority
with which it Is occupied.

determmate corner trom our every-

"SCI-FI JEWEL"
...wondrously beautiful astonishing masterpiece...dazzling imaginative work of the highest
order... awesome production
values and special effects
that bear comparison

?

to those of "2001"
...mind-boggling secret!
"Solaris" is finally, an
unabashedly romantic
work in which the primacy
of love is asserted
kevnthomas
LOS ANGELES TIMES

...of the greatest
artistic and human significance...Like the
greatest art, it poses
implicative and abiding
questions and suggests
that posing them is all
the answer we need.
RICHARD DYER/BOSTON GLOBE

"A dazzling space film"
...unlike any we have

seenbefore.Jarkovsky's
poetic imagination is
boundless...a fascinating

?

and inventive work...
rich in it's humanity
and insight.

JEANNE MILLER/S F EXAMINER

WINNER OF GRAND JURY/CANNES FILM FESTIVAL AWARD

More rhan a camera, rhe
Nikon F2 Phoromic is rhe
nucleus of rhe largesr sysrem in oil phorography. Irs
rhe overwhelming choice
of rodoys rop phorographers. and you con
own ir rodoy or fanrasnc
savings!

LIMITED TIME ONLY...
SEE US FOR DETAILS
OF THIS OFFER

_
nhavi&s cincntci

IEFJSSffiP I directed by/ANDREI TARKOVSKI EST"

.

A WALTER READE THEATRE

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT!

?shown at ?,
2:30, 4:50, 7:20, 9:45

|

195 Cambridge st. base of beacon hill, boston
charles st. mbta parking avail.
227-2727
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CHECK US OUT BE TOUGH
CHECK OUR EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES
ON EVERY ITEM IN
THE STORE

-

Andeker. Asahi, Augustinebrau, Ballanline, Ballanline India Pale, Bass Ale. Beck's, Berliner
Weisse. Black Horse, Budweiser, Carling, Carlberg, Champale, Coll 45, Coopers, Dcs £quis.
Dinkelacker, FalstalT, Feldscholessen, Fisher, Foster, Grelsch, Guiness Stout, Haffenreffer, Harp,
Hcineken, Herrenhauser, Holihans, Helsten, Kirin, Knickerbocker, Kaiers, Iron City, Lite, Labatt,
Lowenhrau, Marathon, Mackenson Stout, McEwens, McSorley's, Maximus, Michelob, Miller,
Melson, Narragansett, Neuweiler, O'Keefe, Old Vienna, Ortliebs, Old Milwaukee, Pabst,
Rheingold. Rolling Rock, San Miquel, St. Pauligirl, Schaeffer, Redcap, Schlitz, Schlitz Malt,
Schlitz Light, Superior, Skol, Tennents, Tooth's, Tres Equis, Thor, Tuberg Gold, Royal Dutch,
Pilsner Drquell, Utica Cream Ale, Prior. Whitebread. Wurzburger. Old Frothingslosh.

FOR FIRST CLASS PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
SEE MURRAY-BC'64

AT

MURRAY'S

/j/|
LIQUORS

757 Beacon St.
Newton Center

Your Official
Boston College
Ring
Available Through the
Boston College Bookstore
Representatives from Herff Jones and Balfour
will be in the bookstore to assist you in ordering
your Boston College Ring.

Date

September 29-30,1976
October 1,4-5,1976
Place.... Bookstore
Time.... From 10:00 to 5:00
Deposit. .$15.00

964-155Q

The Social Committee
Presents:

?SENIORS?

AZTEC
TWO-STEP
at the Rat

Yearbook Portrait

Wednesday, Sept. 29th
2 Shows- 7:30 & 9:30

Sign Up for an
Appointment
in McElroy 101
Monday-Friday;

Tickets on sale at
the BC Ticket Booth.

Sittings are
Mow Being Taken.

9-5
or call

332-3350
or
\u25a0?*'

W

\u25a04

JHj

JSswi

HlMHHKflßP^'^s^aia^HHliß

ext. 3494

S
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BC 27-3; Wave Tumbles On Turf
by John Fouhy
Southern hospitality
New
Orleans style four fumbles, two interceptions and a Tulane University
sports editor who predicts scintillating scores. Literally, Boston
College overcame an emotionally
keyed-up Tulane squad and rolled
the Wave, 27-3, before a sparse
crowd at the Superdome.
However, the outcome was in
doubt until midway through the
third quarter when a series of events
broke the Wave's momentum. With
BC leading 17-3, freshman QB
Rock Hontas thrust the Green
Wave from their own 20 yard line
into scoring position. Hontas threw
for two first downsand fullback Bill
Kramer broke through right guard
for another as the St. Charles St.
Ruffians sped to the seven.
However, a poor pitch on an option
play resulted in a Gene Brown
recovery on the thirteen yard line
leaving Tulane without points.
In turn, the Maroon offense, led

-

-

by Glen Capriola (37 carries for 144
yards), cranked out thirteen plays to
the Green's 19 before BC's outside
running game stalled. Eagle kicker,
Tim Moorman, pumped through a
37 yard field goal with 47 seconds
remaining in the third session to
push the BC lead to 20-3.
Consequently, BC's "big-play"
defense had averted a possible 17-10
cliffhanger and allowed the machine
like offense to produce a comfortable lead.
Although having difficulties with
Tulane's allusive quarterback
through the third period, the Eagle
defense took control of the final
quarter, actually setting up the final
tally. Following a missed Tim
Moorman field goal attempt which
had capped a five minute BC drive,
Tulane's Hontas cast a wishful pass
into the air-conditioned elements of
the Dome and the well-conditioned
hands of Eagle cornerback, Jeff
Kaufman. Starting in place of injured veteran Dave Almeida, Kauf-

Allan Cohen
Welcome Mr. Moe Mentum!
You had to see it,
to believe it, but to sense it.
Sunday 3 a.m. - only 2 people stood inside the United Airlines
terminal at Logafl - me and a cop.
There was absolute silence in the spacious terminal till the
not

Boston College Marching Band arrived. By 3:15 the place was
wild. Five rounds of "For Boston, For Boston' brought United's
clean up crew out of the.closets and security guards from behind
the bar as the trumpets and cymbols shook the building. "Till the
echoes ring again" was now.
Scheduled to arrive between 3:30 and 4:00 was BC 's undefeated football team. Just a couple hours earlier the Eagles had
revenged Tulane's 1975 upset of BC at the Heights by winning
in the Superdome 27 -3. In fact, BC had not won in New
Orleans since 1940 when they met Tulane in September and
Tennessee in the Sugar Bowl.
At 3:46 the closed circuit television screens in the terminal
flashed, "ARRIVED." The band was in a frenzy. The 30
members of the band and another 30 welcomers (including two
parents, friends from campus, and the janitors) crowded around
Gate 40. Coach Yukica was thefirst to come through the gate. He
sighed, then smiled. The coach approved. Players and coaches
followed with a hundred smiles and lost of, "Thanks, I needed
that."
The warm reception was a reward, needed and deserved, yet
masked with a second meaning.
The first: such a turn out in the middle of the night evokes a
clear boost in spirit. Over the course of a season, today's high
spirit must be present to assure unity and cohesion in November.
When Coach Yukica passed through the crowd at Gate 40, he admitted, "This feels great at four in the morning. We are going to
remember this for a long time." Instantly the team has gained
momentum. It can happen in an airport runway as well as midfield. Momentum demands remberence. It is a continuation of
team and fan spirit, with major help obviously coming from luck
and skill in Saturday's performance, yet it needs reinforcement to
carry over to next Saturday. Meeting the Eagles at Logan was a
prime additive towards that momentum.
With four years of varsity experience, Byron Hemingway understands the need for spirit and support. "We know what we can
do, now, if we can get more folks behind us, the team will be

man was victimized in the first half
by the pass-minded Tulane offense,
but the junior from Greenburg, Pa.,
settled down to play some excellent
second half ball.
Immediately, BC quarterback
Joe O'Brien, who was making his
first appearance of the game, executed the clinching touchdown
drive. Following a delay penalty,
O'Brien handed off to Dennis
Buchanan who burst left then cut
right into the Wave's secondary for
a 40 yard gain to the Tulane 17.
Seven plays later, freshman Dan
Conway slanted off tackle from one
yard out for the touchdown. The
score, which was Conway's first varsity tally, came with only 2:36
remaining in the already decided
contest.

However, in the first half, Boston
College received different trej(|rnen.t..
from a frustrated Tulane squad
which had suffered two defeats at
the hands of Cincinatti and
Mississippi.
Defensively, the Wave stood firm
on BC's initial series of downs
before succumbing to a perfectly executed drive which resulted in a
Tony Melchiorre touchdown
scamper. Melchiorre, playing in
place of the injured Neil Green,
burst through the left side and raced
by
untouched 27 yards for the score
with 7:11 remaining in the opening
quarter. Tulane's 52 defense has
often been criticized for its inability
to stop the rush during Tulane's
dual defeats. However, Coach
Tony Melchiorrefollows Peterson block for short gain.
Yukica termed Tulane's unit as a
"tough, physical and smart force Dean Huber TD attempt by chaotic Scott and an interception by Kelly
that outguessed us" in one fourth Bob Watts on the Boston College Elias (on the game, Elias was
six yard line.
credited with nine unassisted
quarter touchdown attempt.
After BC's initial score, the
In the second quarter, Tulane tackles ) directly resulted in further
Green Wave countered with an continued to hand BC gift packages Eagle scoring. Following the fumeleven play drive which ended as if it was Mardi Gras time on ble, Tim Moorman booted his first
abruptly via a fumble recovery of a Bourbon St. A fumble by Reggie
Continued* on pg. S3
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Lusk Notches Six Goals vs. Bisons;
Soc er Claws Cats For Third Straight

by James O'Connor
Last Saturday afternoon the
Boston College soccer team put
together their most exciting, if not
their most satisfying, performance
of this short season in a 1-0 victory
over the University of New

Hampshire. Combining speed and
crisp passing with defensive pressure
not only in the backfield but also at
midfield and the forward positions,
the Eag'e.s appeared poised,
aggressive, and offensively in com-

mand.

great."

Coming through the United terminal, with the band blasting,
each player and fan felt on top of the football world as limitations
could never be imposed upon THIS BC team.
Bob Watts and Kenny Smith were very emphatic. 'We have
earned something, and no one can take it away from us."
Except, ifearly expectations and performances are not equaled,
the second meaning will be unmasked: Ambivalence thrives in the
stands of Alumni Stadium.

Phot

hy

Stephanie

Martin
This was a common occurence for Marty Lusk in Tuesday's 8-0 laugher.

From the outset of the game, both
teams had similar defensive plans;

contain the play maker or big scorer
on the team. For this reason not
only did New Hampshire's Ken
Pascual remain ineffective, but
Martin Lusk, who set a new B. C.
record with six goals in Tuesday's
game with Nichols, was covered by
two men the entire game and consequently had little opportunity to
score.
Throughout most of the first half
each team took several harmless
shots on goal, shots with little
behind them. But as the game
moved on toward the second half
both teams becamebetter organized
on both offense and defense. It
became a common site that afternoon, to see Eagle goalie Dave
Roache or UNH's surprising Bruce
Riedell diving and leaping around
the goal area, keeping the game in a
scoreless deadlock right up to the
final moments of play, Riedell, not
considered one of the stronger
goalies, made spectacular stops on
attempted goals by BC's Emerson
Davis, Costas Georgakopoulos, and
Henry Smith
But with 1:30 left in the game,
BC's Henry Smith tried again. This
time, however, after dribbling past a
defender, he let fly a kick from the
upper left side that just eluded a divContinued on Pg. S3
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Midshipmen Host Eagles
With Depleted Defense
replaced

has

by Scan Mulcahy

The Boston College Eagles take
to the road again this Saturday to
battle their third opponent of the
1976 season, the Midshipmen of the
Naval Academy. The Middies,
coming off their first winning season
(7-4) in seven years, will be
pressured for a repeat performance
this season with a schedule that includes four nationally ranked
teams.

One of the major problems which
confronted Coach George Welsh
was to replace 2/3 of his 1975
starters. Of the thirteen returning
lettermen from last year's squad, 7
were starters while the rest saw very
little action. Because of this lack of
experience, 15 positions have been
filled rimarily with last year's third
stringers and JV players.
Offensively, Welsh has pegged an
inexperienced junior, John
Kurkowski to start at quarterback.
Kurkowski gained little playing
time last year but has performed
adequately despite being protected
by an offensive line which returns
only two veterans, center Ray
Fritsch and tackle Mark Potson.

In the backfield, Reggie Thompson, the number three tailback in
1975, has moved over to fullback to

nine
defense
that
third
in
in
total
the
nation
defense last season. The
lone return from last year's defensive line is Jeff Sapp. an outstanding
middle guard. The linebacking corns are anchored by former down
linemen Jeff Hobler and Bob
DeStafney.
on
ranked

starters

a

In the secondary, there were two
people assured of starting spots at
the start of the season: John
Sturges, a two-year regular at
defensive corner, and Mike Galpin,
who was the starter at split end a
year ago. Coach Welsh has been
forced to round out the secondary
with inexperienced performers
which has made the Middies susceptable to aerial attacks.
Navy's record can be deceiving
unless you took at it closely.
Rutgers rolled up 250 yards on the
ground in recording a 13-3 opening
win vs. Navy, but the Middies
bounced back for a 21-14 victory
over a stronger UConn team. A
comeback of this kind against a
team of BC's calibre after Saturday's game with No. I ranked
Michigan is not impossible but is
likely.

Phot
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Freshman Conway plunges in for final score.

Women's Tennis Shuts Out Opposition;
Runs Unbeaten Streak To Four Matches
team "played like tigers" and
The Boston College Women's Tendefeated the Framingham team connis team continued its winning ways vincingly. In the seven matches
last week with two overwhelming played at Framingham, BC players
victories. Shutouts were registered won 84 games while losing only 18.
by the Eagles against Framingham Barbara Plemenos, Maryann
State on Tuesday, September 21 McCarthy, Martha Moorhead,
and Clark University on Thursday, Melissa Garvin, and Maria CosenSeptember 23. In the four matches tino all came through with implayed to date, the team has not lost pressive victories with Cosentino
a single set.
crushing her opponent 6-0, 6-0.
On Tuesday the Eagles faced a good Both doubles teams played superb
team in Framingham State. with first doubles team Kathy
However, BC coach Anne Marie Philbin and Maura Nolan ripping
Lynch said every member of the their opponents 6-1, 6-1 and theseby John Corbett

make room for Leon Miller, a
juniorwith excellent potential. Both
have been pressured by sophomore
Alvin Miller and Mike Murray.

Second Season Excites Soccer

Navy's brightest spot so far this
season has been at the receiving
position. With a 15 yard per catch
average, co-captain Kevin Sullivan
(6 catches vs. BC last year) will run
out of the tight end slot. Steve Scott,
JoeGattuse and Phil McConkey, all
seasoned veterans, will alternate at

"Everyone is genuinely serious
and interested," says Kathy Kane,
captain of the Boston College
Women's Soccer Team, about the
twenty-six women on the team.
Only in its second year, the club
sport has shown vast improvement
already.
The team will be traveling to
Smith College on October 2 to open

wide receiver.

Defensively

Coach Welsh

by Doxie McCoy

lends his hand whenever possible.
Coaches Bob Garcia men'sjunior
varsity coach, and John McCudden
hold practice sessions for the squad
four times a week. Both men are
members of the Boston Minutemen.
A few of last year's contributing
players who return are defense persons Nancy Arrix, and Karen Deneen, and forwards Connie Lambert
and Diane O'Gorman. The team is
generally composed of upperclassmen with a sprinkling of
freshmen. Most of the players are
soccer novices but have play experience garnered from field hockey
which utilizes a similar offensive
and defensive pattern. However, the
games are entirely different activities and the players have been
working hard to prepare for the
season opener. As Kathy says, "All
twenty-six members attend every
practice and because its a club sport
and the pressure less intense,
everyone is able to play."
According to Kane, a senior who
was instrumental in implementing
the sport last fall, varsity status for
the team is not in the immediate
future. The normal procedure for
attaining varsity status at Boston
College requires a level of competitive success for a number of
years as a club sport one other
criteria. Thus Boston College
Women's Soccer team is patient,
but its members never stop pushing
for varsity status and the subsequent
funding.

the 1976 season. Their schedule lists
seven games thus far including
Brown, Radcliffe and Mount
Holyoke. Many of their home
games will preceed the men's varsity
soccer games. Kathy says that the
men's team and their coaches have
really been a help to them. "All of
them are really receptive to
women's soccer," she explains.
Men's coach Hans Westerkamp,

GolfLooks Forward to Successful Season;
Cross Country Runnerup In Opening Meet
by Bob Dolan
This year's edition of Boston
College's GolfTeam is taking shape
as Coach Eddie Carroll finalizes the
team for the upcoming season. The
team lost to graduation the captain
and number one player Doug
Deßettencourt. Other than that, the
squad will consist of most of the
players from last year.
Some of the returning players are
seniors Dave Magdalenski, Dan
Curtis. Joe* Mcßournie, and
sophomores John McCann, Jack
Callahan, and Jim Vaughan.
Added to these players will be a few
freshmen who have shown the most
potential.
Practice and tryouts were held on
September 18th and 19th at the
Ponkapoag Golf Course. From
these practice sessions the team was
narrowed down to those with a very
good chance of making the team.
On Wednesday the 22nd the Eaeles
faced Providence, Holy Cross, and
Boston University in a practice
match. The match was held on Cape
Cod at the Country Club of New
Seubury where the wind was a major factor in the competition. BC
tied Holy Cross and defeated
Providence and BU, but the scores
were rather high because of the
strong winds.
The opening of the golf team's
season will be on October Ist. when
.ttfey compete in the Toski Tournament which is held at Amherst.
Following this tourney will be

matches against Bentley and MIT
and the ECAC tournament. The
Eagles will close out their fall
season when they host the New
England Championships in the third
week of October.
These fall tournaments should
prepare the Eagles for their extensive dual-matchschedule in the spring. Coach Carroll is optimistic of
another successful campaign during

Cross Country
by Jane Mc Carthy
Boston College's cross country
team got off on the right foot when
they finished second in a quintagonal meet with Providence, BU,
Tufts and UNH at New Hampshire
on September 18.
Providence, which scored a
Continued on pg S3
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Doxie McCoy

Scan Mulcahy

James O'Connor
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A relaxed Joe Yukica discusses strategy with Rich Scudellari late in
Saturday's contest.

cond team of Patty L'Amour and
Clair O'Brien chalking up another
win for the undefeated Eagles.
The match at Clark University on
Thursday was another shutout victory for/ the overpowering Eagles
squad.
At first singles, freshman Barbara
Plemenos, although hampered by a
strong wind, played aggressively
and scored a 7-6, 6-3 win.
McCarthy and Moorhead both exhibited powerful shots in victorious
matches. Moorhead's netplay was
most impressive as she put away
seven winners at the net. Garvin and
Cosentino did away with their opponents to complete the sweep of
the singles matches,
the first doubles team of Debbie
Olzewski and Patty L'Amour was
victorious in a close match in which
the strong wind was a factor.
In the most exciting match of the
day, the second doubles team of
Cathy Philbin and Maura Nolan
had to come from a 5-2 deficit in the
second set to score a 6-3, 7-6 victory
and preserve the shutout for the
Eagles. Coach Lynch, after observing the match, echoed the old
sports adage, "champions come
from behind."
Coach Lynch commented on the excellent play of the team so far this
season, "They're working so hard,
and really want to win. That's what
makes the difference between a run
of the mill team and a champion."
Tomorrow afternoon the team has
an away match at MIT at 3:3opm
and Thursday they travel to
Southeastern Mass. University for a
4pm match. The next home match is
against Harvard on Friday afternoon at 3:3opm. Come down to the
complex and watch the undefeated
Eagles with whom Coach Lynch is
"hoping to go all theway this year."

Sharp
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Roach,Hayden

Pace Second
Place Finish

Sfocer aces
Babsonin
nite

Majortest
Tuesday

Continuedfrom pg. SI
ing Bruce Riedell and gave the
Eagles
a
one
goal
advantage.
With seconds left in the came the
jubilance that followed the tic
breaking goal showed signe of being
premature when a New Hampshire
forward dribbled, unchallenged,
toward the goal. Yet, the defensive
play of the game was turned in by Henry Smith controls the action in penalty area versus Nichols
co-captain John Lojek, who in a with the biggest test of the year, so
desparation slide, veared the ball far, to take place Tuesday at Alumsafely askew as time ran out. ni Stadium. When Coach Hans
Despite the game's many heroes the Westercamp described the teams
happiest of all was New Hampshire confidence as "knowing they have
Continuedfrom pg SI
native Mike Mullen, a winner in his something to prove" he may have field goal from 25 yards out after
had the upcoming Babson game in Glen Capriola had been stopped on
home state.
mind, for this game as well as the third and four from theTulane eight
This victory, wliich followed an 8-0 romp of Nichols, put the team's Boston University contest may by outstanding Green Wave cornerrecord at three wins and no losses decide the rest of the season.
back, Martin Mitchell.
Seven

Continued from pg. S2
perfect 15. won the event while the
second,
took
! Eagles
with a score of 66. BU.
by Tufts, and UNH all
finished well
behind. Concerning BC's performance. Coach Bill Gilligan was
"satisfied with the consistency and
balance that we displayed
throughout the afternoon."
Boston College's two top
finishers. Billy Roach and Dick
Hayden. finished 7th and I Ith
overall. Assistant Coach Tommy
Meagher feels that "although we
minutes later, Capriola scored six as are a young team, among the talent
he churned and twisted for one in N. E. we are average. There are
no superstars on our team, and we
tough yard.
Tulane's points were the result of are not really a strong five man
a 37 yard, line drive field goal which team, but the key to our team is the
barely left the ground. Ed Murray's fact that we have no seniors, just unsuccessful attempt came with mere- derclassmen."
B.C.'s 3rd. 4th, and sth finishers
ly 28 seconds remaining in the first
half and brought a small amount of were John Casey, Billy Gajewski,
derisive razzing from the home and Lou Alfano; who finished 15th.
crowd.
18th and 21st in the overall results.
The Green Wave amassed 243 Coach Meagher also noted that
yards in total offense although most frosh David Olsen finished 6th for
of it was the result of some hectic B. C, 23rd overall, in his first varsipassing and bootlegging by Rock ty race.
Hontas. BC, on the other hand,
BC opponents, Providence,
rolled up 388 textbook yardage with Northeaster and UMass appear to
315 arriving via the turnpike. Four be NE's top three teams, this year
Eagle runners rushed for over 40 and the Eagles face UMass with
Brown at Amherst on Saturday.
yards.
And the defense...it bends as a Coach Meagher believes that "our
young tree, but never snaps.
team has worked hard, we did well,
Southern hospitality...sonova and ran well. Overall, Brown and
gun, we had big fun on the bayou. UMass have some outstanding inThank you, New Orleans, and dividuals, and we must beat their
thank you, Tom Kerins, for the ac- good runners?their 4th and sth
curate prediction.
men to win.
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Ground Game Churns To Win

Opponents Take It On The Nose
Mich. 70...NAVY 14
North Carolina 34...ARMY 32

Maryland 42...SYRACUSE 28
Kentucky 14... WEST VIRGINIA

Oklahoma 24...FL0R1DA ST. 9

Harvard 24...U MASS 13

Colorado 33...M1AM1 3

Say that three times fast!
Tom Lynch:
Mighty Mobile Mountain Mover
by Bob Holmes
Tom Lynch never played football
until he was in high school. You see.
Boston College's 66". 260 pound
offensive guard vas always too big
to play in neighborhood games, so
he had to be contented to watch the
othcs from the sidelinges. That's all
in Tom's past however, as this year
the September 11. All-EC AC guard
is the anchor of the Eagle's offensive
line.
Tom Lynch comes to Boston
College after an illustrious athletic
career at Whitman-Hanson High
School'in Whitman. Massachusetts.
Tom played football for Coach
Teahan and put the shot .for the
track team. In his senior year. Tom
earned All-Scholastic. All-State,
and Honorable Mention AllAmerican as a tackle.
Tom was recruited by many schools
but eventually he narrowed it down
to four schools: lowa State.
Syracuse. Pittsburgh and BC. Did
Tom's high school coach help him
get to this list? Tom says. ' "No I
had a good high school coach. He
let me look over all the schools on
my own first and then whin I
narrowed it down to four schools he
sat down with me and helped me
make the final decision. It's turned
out wellfor me. I am glad I came to
BC."
Recruiting violations pop into the

news occasionally, the most recent
being Michigan State, but Tom
states he never saw anything that
was less than kosher. "Most of the
schools I visited had new coaches so
they were trying to stay on the level.
I was never offered anything."
There are two sides to Tome Lynch:
the athletic side and the academic
side. Tom, in contrast to the
stereotype of a football player, is a
Marketing major in the School of
Management. "There is more for
me at Boston College than just playing football." he says. Tom doesn't
count on a pro football career, as he
says,"I may get a chance to try out
for a team but you never know
what's going to happen."
Tom is easily one of the most versatile athletes on the squad. In 1974,
Tom was switched to the defensive
tackle position where his size and
ability were utilized in a starting
role for the entire season. 1975 saw
him moved back to his spot at offensive tackle where he again claimed
the starting spot. This spring Tom
packed up his pads again and moved
to the offensive guard slot where-he
now resides.
Surprisingly, he doesn't seem to
mind the changes. He states. "I like
them. It's different and a challenge.
The switch from tackle to guard was
easy, but the switch from offense to
defense was tough." Offensive line

coach Jim McNally has high praise
of his lineman. He says. "If you
were to ask Tom to play center he
would play it.
He is that type of guy. His super attitude has helped him make these
changes. Head Coach Joe Yukica
likes Tom to play at guard because
of his "good balance and good
speed."
Against Texas in the season opener
Coach Yukica said that Tom
"played very, very well. Extremely
well." What does Tom think of the
victory that propelled the Eagles
into the national spotlightff "I still
don't believe it really happened. I'm
in awe. It is definitely the best thing
that has ever happened to me in
football. We worked hard during
the double practices and it paid off,
but I still don't believe it. We've
definitely got the talent. Texas is
good but overall, size and speed I
think we're the equal of Texas."
Is there a bowl game in store for
this sear's team?Tom wants a bowl
bid this year more than ever before.
He says. "It'sbeen taken away from
us so many times before and now I
can't see anyone taking it away
from us as long as we keep our
heads together. We have a lot of
seniors on this team and we are all
good friends, and we all wasn't to
into a bowl game not only for
ourselves but also for Boston
College."

Pitt. 21...Temple 7
lowa St. 7... Perm. St. 6
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Right now, up until Oct. 31st. you can fly roundtrip from
New York to Luxembourg for only $360.
That's $106 less than the youth fare you'd pay on any

J5

JV

Jfa

Si HI OZAV'A

630 Commonwealth

O

Save 106 on jetfares
to Europe and book
anytime you want.

Andre-Michel Schub
pianist

works to be

rehearsed:
ALL BEETHOVEN
(J Prometheus'
Overture
"TT"\ Piano Concerto No 5
Symphony No 7

D

LOWEST JETFARES TO ELROPE OF A\Y SCHEDULEDAIRLI!\E.

Michael Steinberg,
Director ol Publications
\u25a0leg of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, will host an
informal discussion
(fo period
*!/
beginning at
about 6 50 pm in the
Cabot-Cahners Room at
|[) Symphony Hall So come

prose ii Is

IJiliior Pkjior Special:
$24.95
Schlitz one-hall
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m:i.\i< i:
LIQUOR HI ART
1700 Com m. Aye.,
Rrig'hton

Icelandic

Emperor'

3T

iH

10 a.m.-Bp.m.; M on.-Sat.

$

Ozawa
SclJI
Conductor

early

All seats unreserved at
$3 00
All proceeds benefit the
Orchestra's Pension
Fund
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BollaWine

TEQUILA
The Spirit of Mexico.
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Wearsomething
great everyday!
Get a cut 8c blow dry

as3asassss
Gotta cassette recorder? Wanna have FUN?
Make great new Friends? COMMUNICATE with
other Students & Faculty nationwide using
your own VOICES & SOUNDS! Music, Humor,etc.
Super
\u25a0\u25a0
More
yym.
CLUB fj#J Enter-

from one ot our
"style cutters"

IntimateffcOfTAPE-PALS
XjZ
??Attainment!

244-8900
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H£l

good news
for you!

,-Jfc

*^Special low college rates

for campus delivery of
®ljc JCcUt $jork Simejs

Keeps you in touch with everything that influences life on our planet

__

02167

!

or mail this coupon

wish to subscribe to The New York Times. Please indicate below your ]
; Itype
of service: (Rates are 40% below the newsstand price. Delivery begins

? Thursday,

September 16. thru Saturday, December 17. Spring term ]

! \u25a1

DELIVER
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j

delivery resumes January 17.)

Please

to

mv dorm residence. Make checks payable to:
MARTYCORRY. |

;
; (Mon.-lri.)

\u25a1 Weekdays
\u25a1 Weekdays (Mon.-Sat.)

|

\u25a1

1-ALL TERM
S 8.70
10.50
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LULL YEAR
S 18.45
|
21.90
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ORDERS RECEIVED AFTER START DATE WILL BE PRORATED.
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La rye seleef ion ol*
domes, ir «V imported cheeses

Sporting Week.....

1

Contact
MARTY CORRY, MANAGER, PHONE: 969-0100. X3094
CAMPUS NEWS SERVICE
BOSTON COLLEGE

fifth
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September 27
28
28
30
30
October 1
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got
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$2.99
$2.59

one-halfgal.

Delivery Ser\ ire

Student Special
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Lambrusco

Home-made Pastries

For Him & Her
1229 Centre Street
Newton Centre

JOIN TAPE-PALS? Send name, addr., age and
33.00 for 5 names & details to; TAPE-PALS,
P.0.80x 187, Dcs Plaines, 11. 60017.

sign
you are,
weVe

$ 1.59

Miller case of 2412 oz. cans $5.99
Mistala Rose

CDussas

\u25a0

Whatever

$2.99

(B&G) fifth dry red bourdeaux

"Available in White and Cold"

for her dedicated service.

fifth

Chateaux dc Segure

"PEPE LOPEZ!

Heights Sports
thanks Patty

:5823

near Centre Street.

Wine for Thanksgiving-

See your travel agent or write to Icelandic Airlines Dept CN. 630 Fifth Avenue.
NY. NY 10020 Or call toll tree (800) 555-1212. Fares subject to change.

Wednesday
October 6 at 7:30 pm

Aye.

the perfect gift to bring home for the holiday.

-

?/

f

Cheese & Wine Spot

other scheduled airline. (From Chicago you pay $401 and
save $113.) All you have to do is be under the age of 24.
There are no booking restrictions. And no skimping on
meals or service. Because we give you the same service
you'd get from other airlines, without the same high
costs. So, if you're planning on Europe, fly with us on
Icelandic. We'll give you more than the lowest
youth fares.
We'll give you the best deal.

.TBOSTON\
| YMPHONY|
Q S
X \ORCHESTRA/
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1
1
2
2
3

Men's Tennis vs. BU 3:30 pm
Soccer vs. Babson 7:3opm
Women's Tennis at MIT 3:3opm
Women's Tennis at SMU 4pm
Volleyball vs. Brandeis 6:3opm
Women's Tennis vs. Harvard
3:3opm
Cross Country at Springfield
with Holy Cross and Brandeis
Golf -Toski Tournament
Men's Tennis at Princeton
ECAC Championships
Football at Navy 2pm
Soccer vs. BU 2pm
Men'sTennls vs. Brandeis3:3opm

Heights Sports acknowledges and is grateful to the Blue Chips of
Boston College Athletics for the financial support Blue Chips makes
available to an expanded Heights Sports.
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